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man Beveridge.
"Alabama," called the clerk.
J. O. Thompson arose.
"Alabama
yields to New 'oYirk," he announced,

Colonel William Libbey, Princeton
a member of the governor's staff,
was an early arrival. It was Colonel
Libbey 'who gave the orange "and
Made color scheme to Princeton,
which probably will be the oolors of
the1
democratic campaign
decorations.
Colonel Libbey
discovered
while in England In 1870, that the
English branch of the Duke of Nassau's family had adopted orange and
black and brought it to Princeton the HE IS EXPECTED TO VETO THE
next year when it was adopted as the
LEGISLATIVE, EXECUTIVE
college insignia..
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rious objections.
"The clerk will call the roll of
states for nomination for ipresident of
the United States," announced Chair
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1912.

ed the motion to suspend the rules
and proceed to nominate, filth time
the motion went through without se-
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but here the proceedings were Inter DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE ENTER
TAINS
rupted for Wllliamn A. Prendergast
NOTIFICATION
COMof New Yi k, scheduled to nominate
MITTEE AT SEA GIRT
Giftord
Pinehot of Pennsylvania, was not in the hall. Searchers hur
Chester Rowell of California and ried out to find Mm,
Distinguished Men Gather
The delegates grew impatient and mAeciiees
Dean Lewis of the University of
New York, Aug. 7. The democratic RADICAL CHANGES AFFEOVEO
Pennsylvania law school went into uie various delegations did some
committee of notification, numbering
conference with Colonel Roosevelt cheering to keep themselves occupied. SUMMER
HOME
OF NOMINEE AT 35, left here at II o'clock for Sea- HOUSE
AND
SENATE
BOTH
shortly before 10 o'clock, finally to pAfter the hunt for Prendergast had
girt, N. J., where fnia afternoon Gov
SEA
GIRT
IS
CHOKED WITH
AGREE
UPON
REDUCTION
go over the new party's declaration been on for 20 minutes, the band re
OF
ernor Wilson was to be officially in
VISITORS
of principles.
It was said the plat- inforced the song service. Chairman
APPROPRIATION.
formed that he had been nominated
form had been cut to less than 3,500 Beveridge quieted the hall and Pren- tor the presidency. An interesting
words. There had been shartp discus-- ; aergasi appeared. A round Of ap'
member of the committee was Mrs.
OF
OHANOE
BLACK
TO AEELISHCC3ECE CCUHT
sion during the night of the negro cheers greeted him as he was intro
C. P. Overfieldj of Salt Lake City,
question and It was said that by a duced and the Bull Moose call soundUtah, who took the place of her husclose vote, aplank on the subject had ed through the hall. A hush of si- COLORS OF PRINCETON UNIVER. band, C. P,
Overfield, who was unabln MEASURE ALSO WOULD CUT OFF
j
been Inserted. Close secrecy was lence followed and Prendergast beto come east and asked his wife to
SITY LIKELY WILL BE CAMLIFE INSURANCE FOR CIVmaintained as to the wording of the gan his speech.
act for him in the committee.
PAIGN EMBLEM
IL SERVICE MEN,
Lauds
Roosevelt.
Prendergast
Roosevelt
Colonel
until
paragraph
Distinguished members of the
William A. Prendergast, of New
should have seen it.
committee to notify Governor Wilson
feeagirt, Aug. 7 Governor Wood of his nomination
There was also said to be in the York, who placed Colonel Roosevelt's
Washington, Aug. 7. Terms fof
for the presidency
name
in
row
colWilson
nomination, spoke of the
of New Jersey was
civil service employers, the abolition
platform a plank dealing with the li
with
members
many
together
of
the
onel as the "man courageous ol
informed today that he had
quor traffic
of the commerce court and the reAmerican politics and declared him been chosen by the Baltimore conven- democratic national committee pre- tention
Retained
Officers
of tis five judges as extra
Temporary
this
to
Sea
for
pared
morning
depart
tion as the nominee for the presiden
NOMINEE. WILL BEGIN WITHOUT DELAY After Chairman Beveridge reached to be a national asset.
circuit
will be submitted to
N.
judges,
Girt,
J., the summer home of Gov
Mr.
said in part: "We cy on the democratic ticket. Briefly
ernor Wilson, where the notification President Taft as provisions for the
the Coliseum there was a conference have Prendergast
arrived at the crowning act of and simply Governor Wilson was no
of leaders and it was decided to await the convention.
ceremonies were to take place this legislative, executive and judicial apThis great gathering tified of his nomination by SenatorFormer Executive Starts at Once for New York After a Day's the platform before proceeding to the owes its
afternoon. Senator-elec- t
M. propriation bill.
Ollie
being to a mighty protest by elect Ollie' James of Kentucky, who
Just before the conven
nominations.
All these proposals,
Jamee
of
is
chairman
of
the
Kentucky
already apRest at Oyster Bay He Will Begin His Tour of the Country
the American people against those emphasized, as he said, that the gov
tion was called to order the dele who have
notification committee by vlrture of proved by the house, were adopted by
ernor
Visit
the
wells
of de
at Least Forty
had obtained t!he honor
poisoned
Soliciting Votes He Declares He Will
gates and spectators rose as the band mocracy. It
being permanent chairman of the Bal the senate by 30 to 19 against the oprepresents the martial
by obligations and unem timore convention which nominated
States and Will Make Speeches in Each One
began "Onward, Christian Soldiers
position of Senators Cummins, Crawof
mankind, that from immor barrassed by affiliations of any kind
spirit
Governor Wilson. National Chairman ford, Burton and Lodge.
Chairman Beveridgef dropped the
Though the governor spoke in ac M. M. MoCombs with
a party of
President Taft's fruends say he
gavel at' 11:30 o'clock. Rabbi G. B.
(Continued on Page Five)
ceptance, theoreticaly to the fifty-tw- guests, including former Judge Alton
will veto the bill, although in doing
Levi
the
After
pronounced
prayer.
members of the commute repre B. Parker, the
temporary chairman bo he will hold up his own- salary,
the "Battle Hymn of the Republic"
senting each state and territory of of the Baltimore convention, Charles
introChairman
was
that of every member of congress and
RooseBeveridge
sung
Chicago, Aug. 7. Late this afternoon Colonel Theodore
the United States, the speech sound R. Crane, the vice chairman of
IN
the every United States Judge. Suoh acduced Charles E. Scott of Alabama, COWIIERO LEADING
velt was declared the nominee of the progressive party for presiing the depths of his political philos finance committee, traveled to Sea
tion' would delay further lie annual
chairman of the committee on perdent of the United States. The nomination was made amid much
ophy, was ibeard by a great throng.
Girt by automobile.
He
manent
overdue since July X.
THE
no
man
MISSOURI
was
there
a
organization.
"one
appropratlon,
RACE
oppopresented
convention,"
enthusiasm. It
being
Prominent democrats, governors of
The
a report recommending the temporis said to oppo
president
f sition to the selection of Colonel Roosevelt to head the ticket It
members
many states, their families,
for civil
ins""-1life
amendment
of
Is not unlikely that Governor Hiram Johnson of California will be f, ary organization be made permanent,
of the Women's National Democratic
service ewioyes and abolition of the
Roosevelt's running mate as candidate for vice president.
f which was adopted without debate. KANSAS CITYAN APPARENTLY league and a Multitude of seaside
.commerce court.
The bill carries
A report wag then brought in from
HAS BEEN CHOSEN FOR
folk caroo from up and down the Jcr;
$34,000X00.
dGOVERNOR BY DEMOS.
the rules 'committee. The report
n
CHUTE
to
exercises.
Viend the
fey coast
r Is ill
fuenated
i)V&f as the
f 1 fi.i.
rj2iooc'mnii
All W ,V
e W ."t- - SU
11,
ill, ...
JS,
,
emeu- - -- i Kentui-KChicago, Aug. .7. The first floor de- changed to provide one A violate
ed lead
to 17,000 in St.
"national," which has
arrived at 1:45 o'clock accompanied UPPER HOUSE AT CUTS WITH
bute of the national progressive con- each congressional district for 6,000 been used.
Louis,' 11, duo in Jackson county, and
LAUYLB HAS
by Governors Baldwin of Connecticut,
LOWER IN REGARD TO
vention was precipitated today when votes oast for the party at the prefixed the basis 2,000 in Buchanan county, William S. Dix of New York, Donaghey of ArThe
rules
report
AGENCIES.
no state
the, leaders, waiting for the complet- vious election, provided
of 'representation. The report would Cowherd of Kansas City, apparently kansas, Foss of Massachusetts,
and
Co bill
JAIL
ing of the platform, proposed a re- should have iess than one delegate alloW one delegate In the national won the democratic nomination for Neil of
Alabama, Senator Myers of
Washington, Aug. 7. The fight to
cess of an hour. Many of the dele- for each congressman and United convention for each 1 0,000 votes cast governor over Elliott W. Major In
Montana, former National Chairman pass the $150,000,000 pension approgates objected to this plan. They States senator.
for the progressive candidate ai the yesterday's primaries by a plurality Norman E. Mack, Charles R. Crane priation bill was lost by one vote in APPEAL IS ALL THAT SAVES AT""At 1:50 o'clock this afternoon Colowated to go ahead with the nominatTORNEY FOR DARROW FROM
preceding election. One delegate for estimated atN 10,000. Although Major of Chicago, who has just been ap- the senate today and the measure
nel Roosevelt was placed in nomina- each congressipan-at-large- ,
ing speeches.
INCARCERATION
and each carried fifty of the 115 counties heard pointed vice chairman Of the demo- was sent back to the house for furHenry J. Allen of Kansas led the tion for the presidency at the progres- United States Benator were also al- from this morning, leading Cowherd cratic finance committee and Repre- ther conference. After a motion to
'
opposition to the recess and was sec- sive party convention by W. A. Pren- lowed.
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 7. O. H.
by nearly 17,000 in eight counties, It sentatives Henley, of Alabama and
agree to the house amendment to
onded by William Plynn of Pennsyl- dergast of New- York.
is thought the returns from the miss- Jdhnson of
F. Mayer, the prosecution's first reDirect Primaries Favored
Kentucky.
17 outlying pension agenabolish
the
to
vania. Timothy L. Woodruff of New
Members of the new progressive
A provision in the rules -- that no ing districts will give him enough
The party was received by the gov- cies had been lost on a tie, vote, the buttal witness In the bribery trial of
Clarence S. Barrow, was given anTork, former Governor Franklin Fort party planned to nominate Colonel federal office holder could hold a seat overcome Cowherd's lead In the sec- ernor, his wife and daughters, in the senate
agreed, 29 to 26, to stick to its
of New Jersey and several others, Roosevelt as their standard bearer as national committeemen was cheer- tions comprising the three largest
other
vigorous grilling today hy Atgovernor's cottage, where luncheon demand that the pension agencies be
stood by the leaders in favor of a
cities In the state. The vote of both was served to them,
in the presidential race and to ring ed.
torney
Rogers during which the verarule
also
the
Applause
retained. This is the only point upon
greeted
was light, being especially
ascess, and the motion was carried over down the curtain on their first na- which pledges the
William Jennings Bryan sent a
to the selec- parties
which the house and senate are at city of the witness was bitterly
party
noticeable in the republican party
the first chorus of "noes."
was
sailed.
man
tional convention today after a dis- tion of candidates for office and
the
Mayer
produced
ena
that
odds.
regretting
previous
where the third party , movement
Medlll McCormlck of Illinois, chair- play of oratorical pyrotechnics that
by the prosecution as the "mysterito conventions
gagement had prevented him from
by primaries
felt.
made
to
itself
ous stranger" companion of Bert H.
keenly
man of the committee on rules, today was expected to attract, thousands
Senator-elecOlt
to
Girt.
Sea
wherever possible.
coming
Franklin, mentioned by Watchman
presented the code governing the the Coliseum.
lie James came to the front of the
The new rules were presented by
Colonel Roosevelt's name formally Medill McCormlck and he moved their
AND
CAPPER
Leonard Shobber as having visited the
new organization. The report, desigSTUBBS
3
o'clock
veranda at
accompanied by
DEALT
offices of the MoNamara defense a
nated the new party "The Progres- was to be placed In nomination by adoption. John L. Hamilton of 1I11I- - SUFFRAGETTES
Governor Wilson and Governor Marsive Party." There was objection by William A. Prendergast of New York nois moved to make tine) name of the
loud
shall. They were greeted by
WIN OUT IN KANSAS few hours prior to Franklin's arrest
some to dropping the word "national." a short time after the delegates con- party either
for bribery.
to
Wilson
cheers.
sat
the
"nationor
Governor
"progressive"
WITH IN STERN WAY
this morning. al progressive."
A rule forbidding federal office- vened at 11 o'clock
Mayer insisted throughout that he
He explained this
right of Mr. James while the
seconding amendment was
Franklin to the offices
accompanied
left.
holders sitting as national commit- Others to take make
was
his
at
to
candidate
REPUBLICAN
NOMINEES RESPEC
comply
necessary
,
on the day before the arrest but he
teemen provoked a storm of applause. speeches are: Judge Ben B. Lind-sey- with the election laws of various TWO WHO RESORTED TO VIO- Mr. James speech of notification was
TIVELY FOR SENATOR AND
Utold apparently conflicting stories in
Colorado; Governor Hiram John- states. Chairman Beveridge announcThe demonstration was renewed when
LENCE ARE GIVEN FIVE
GOVERNOR.
frequently Interrupted by applause.
son,
states
California; H. J. Allen, Kansas; ed that the conventica would listen
where
explaining the manner in which he
Woodrow Wilson stood smiling on
the rule requiring that
YEAR SENTENCES
have primary laws, delegates to the General Horace C. King, New York; to a 'speech by William H. Hotchkiss,
the veranda of the summer capital
7.
Governor W. recalled the visit seven months after
Topeka, Kan., Aug.
J. M.
a
little
here
R.
Stubbs
defeated It, occurred.
progressive conventions of the future P. V. Collins, Minnesota;
has
fondling
progressive state .chairman from New
today
early
Dublin,
Aug.
probably
Ireland,
7.Mary
When Chief Counsel Earl Rogers
Louisiana, and LuciuB F. Garvin. York, and would take a recess to Leigh, the suffragette who was tried child and surveying the broad green Charles Curtis for the latter's seat
should be elected under these laws
In addition to nominating Colonel await the platform.
whether they be optional or mandaMeantime the today on the charge of wounding John meadow where, in the afternoon he In the United States senate. Although of the defense In the trial of ClarRoosevelt, the convention was sched- vote on the rules was ptft over until E, Redmond, leader of the Irish par- was to be officially notified of his early returns from yestei day's state- ence S. Par row appeared in court totory, was read.
The rules committee, however, also uled to name Governor Johnson of after the recess. Air. Hotchkiss was liamentary party,, with a hatchet she nomination to the presidency on the wide primary Beemed to Indicate the day It was not after a night In the
'
Incorporated the resolution of the California for second place on the cheered as he reviewed tlhe work of had thrown at Premier Asquith's car- democratio ticket. The child was the race would not be decided until com- county Jail, to which he was sentenc
credentials committee., recognizing ticket and to adopt a platform said the organization of the progressive riage on July 19, was sentenced io year-olgranddaughter of Mrs.- An- plete returns were received, StubbB ed yesterday, by Judge Hutton for
of court. "Wtth , a half hour
the right of each state to determine to be the in out advanced ever submit- party in New York. .....
nie M. Howe of Raleigh, N.. C, a sis- gained so much in the country disfive years' Imprisonment
of judii Tal day after , the
remaining'
n
nominee.
The
ter
the qualifications and manner of elec- ted, to a national convention in this "The people of New. York,
the
certain
senfenoe
seemed
was
governor's tricts that it
almost
;of
Gladys Evans, whose
con:
cf Hie-- stutonce, the an- - ,
::
imposition
on
the
tion of its delegates.
and fettered by Barces and Mur- yesterday reserved, after she had only brother, Joseph R. Wilson, one that the governor had defeated Senacountry. The first thing
soeiates of 'Rogers hurriedly made out
.
Provision was made that where vention's third day program was to phy," he said, "are today as free as been found guilty of setting fire July of the editors of the Nashville, Tenn., tor Curtis by a substantial majority.
for his; relemte on a temstate laws came into conflict with the effect a permanent organization, which California and as progressive as Kan- 18 to the Theater Royal here In Banner, and his cousin, James Wood-roThe democratic contests for Unit- application
of habeas corpus, which
writ
porary
S.
were
of
rules of the convention the state laws was accomplished quickly by making sas."
the
Mr.
fC.,'
Columbia,
ed States senator and governor promwhich
Asquith was scheduled to
was presented before Judge Sewell
Hotchkiss assarted that the progres-sid- speak , the following day on home only other relatives present
should prevail. Contested delegates the temporary organiaztion permanise to be close and will require figMiss Eleanor Wilson,
are to be barred from taking part in ent
the gover- ures from every county In the state to of San Francisco, temporarily sitting
party would poll 2 .'to 30 per1 rule, also was sentenced to a term
In the court of Presiding Judge Willis
nor's youngest daughter, who had decide them.
tie convention until their right to a Immediately after the adjournment cent of the Tammany Vote In New of five years.
of
the superior court Judge Sewell
seat has been determined. The rules of the convention late today leaders York. He concluded with a predicbeen vlsltng In Connecticut, returned
Arthur
Early returns indicated
of the convention were amended after will begin a series of conferences to tion of certain victory .in November.
here today, completing the family Capper had won the republican nomi- granted the' application, set the hearRoA motion to recess until 1:15 evokthe convention reassembled, in sever- decide plans for the progressive camgroup. On the veranda where Gover- nation for governor by a substantial ing for Monday morning and fixed
hall at J200, which was furnishgers'
to
Wilson
nor
was
his
deliver
al particulars. The name suggested paign. It was said that Senatou. Jos- ed the first note of opposition to the
speech
majority.
TODAY IN CONGRESS1ed ihy Darrow.
of acceptance, were wicker chairs for
"The Progressive Party" was not eph M. Dixon of Montana, would bead plans of the leaders. A chorus of
It la not likely that Rogers will evthe 52 members of the notification
changed, provision being made, how- the national 'committee and that Oscar "noes" greeted the motion to recess.
' from
er
be called upon to serve his sennamed
REVIEWS.
NAVAL
would
be
TWO
York
some
After
committee and the' guests Invited, by
Straus of New
debate the convention at
ever, to . recognize delegates
s tence,
as Judge Hutton, in imposing
Washington, Aug. 7. Naval
states where" the party name had treasurer. Also it was ' announced 12:06 p. m. went into recess until 1 Washington, Aug. 7. Senate: Met the committee, which included 22
ordered
the lawyer to be commitManila
m.
...
10
and
a.
it
Governor
Francisco
at
at
San
and
of
the that Colonel Roosevelt
democratic governors.
P. m.
The exercises
been promoted by opponents
9 o'clock today, and fixed
ted
until
15
on
were
ordered
14
Pennconference
and
October
and
legto
the
in
were
would
take
m.
report
exists
today
Adopted
The
scheduled
This
situation
band
stump
until
Johnson
1:2!)
p.
begin
Immediately
played
party.
Simultan- no period of Imprisonment otherwise.
dropped islative appropriation bill abolishing after a lunch to the official group. By by the navy department
sylvania where the Roosevelt follow- trave into all sections of the coun- when Chairman Beveridg'i
half past eleven the roadway was eously with a review of the Atlantic
ers were compelled to adopt the name try. Colonel Roosevelt will meet the his gavel. Medlll MoCormlci read commerce court
Panama bill taken up.
One amend- members of the new national com- the rules for the new part
jammed with automobiles. The march- fleet at New York, the Pacific fleet
They
"Washington Party."
Met at noon.
NEW YORK METAL
House:
ment to the rules added four women mittee at 10 o'clock Thursday morn- were adopted without debate.
ing clubs which arrived with brass will, dendezvous at San Francisco and
New York, Aug. 7. Silver 6O14 :
Bill for a commission to Investi- bands bore orange and black pennants the Asiatic fleet at Manila. Officials
to the national committee as
ing.
Henry J. Allen of Kansas, announcTin 44,80
The platform subcommittee headed ing that the platform would not be gate purchase of American Tobacco with a Wilson picture on them. On say there la no political significance Copper 17.0017.50;
In the order.
45.15; Lead $4.454.55.
their coats they vore sunflowers.
The basis of the representation was by William Allen White of Kansas, ready for an hour and a naif, renew- - by foreign government passed.
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TWO

throw of the liquor traffic In the near
future.
Prominent among these workers
were: Mrs, S. C. Nutter, president;
Miss Harriet Henderson, national lecturer; Mrs. Llla Carlin Moore, Kentucky, Mr. Seder, president
league, New Mexico, and a host
of others too numerouB'to mention.'
These were followed by a .state
convention of Epworth leaguers, who,
though last were by no means least,
brought with them some of the grandest men and women of the southwest. Their earnest words and reports
showed that they were engaged in a
work not covered by any other organization, of the country, ana therefore
deserved the consideration and cooperation of the whole people. Prominent among these were, Rev. Howell,
president; Rev. Hendricks, Rev. C.
Rev. J. F. Hudgpeth, Rev.
Campbell, four years missionary in
China, and a host of others. All these
forces worked In perfect harmony,
pnd much good was accomplished
through them as organizations. Those
who were unfortunate enough to be
absent lost much that go to make up
the sum of human happiness and
blessedness. All these are now history. Long live the Chautauqua.
At the adojurned stockholders
meeting Wm. M. McCoy, Dr. C J.
Amble, Chas. L. Burt were elected
for a term of three years and
at the directors meeting the following officers for the ensuing year were
elected as follows: Wm. M. McCoy,
president: Dr. Amble, vice president;
Marshal Orme, secretary; and Chas.
The matter of
L. Burt treasurer.
a
superintendent was postelecting

CHAUTAUQUA WAS

AMI10US

FLAP

OPTIC WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1,

of the Swede the race should have
been rerun without Young to give the
Swede an opportunity to get into th

CHANGE

final

heat

I
b.izcces
corns, clitd nr.B oiu:
fjiLu::zn7 hod pio-

,

This incident is mentioned in defuil
heer not to criticize unduly the Swedish management, hut to call attention to the necessity of some uniform rules so that all competitors
may know their rights and what to
expect.
Young, who is one of the
STANDARD LIST OF RULES AND most
men on the Amerl
NEW MEXICANS FROM ALL PARTS
can team, felt the humiliation of be
EVENTS FOR THE BERLIN
OF STATE ATTENDED ITS
MEETING
SESSIONS.
ing disqualified most keenly being con
scious of running the fairest race he
Stockholm, Sweden, July 25, (By knew how. Even the London corresMountalnalr, N. M., Aug. 7, As the
MalL) Although, the Olympic game pondents, who are usually quick to
bands on the dial of time Indicate
1912 were conducted without fric- criticize American methods,
of
exonerthe hour for the curtain to fall, clos
tion and under compietent manage- ated Young completely.
ing the scenes of the 1912 Chautau
ment the sixth Olympiad at Berlin In Another rule which needs to he
qua, our thoughts Involuntarily revert
1916 will be held under entirely difr changed Is that of no penalty tot a
to the numerous parts of the one
ferent conditions. For the first time false start In America and England
great drama, comprising the ablest
in modern Olympic history there will every false tart is penalized, and for
talent, manifesting the most unselfish
be a standard list of events with uni- the third offense the runner is disand self sacrificing spirit and devo
form rules, so that every country will qualified. The Olympic rule makes
tion to education, truth and right livknow precisely for. what it must train no provision for penalties. If the
ing that could well be imagined.
and what will be the governing roles. starter fires the gun it is a start, or
While the Chautauqua Is not a state
During the 1912 games there was a at least It had been until this year.
Institution, yet It is the only one In
conference of the athletic authorities The Swedes interpreted the rule to
the state, and on account of Its admirof all the countries represented at mean that the start should go "fair,"
able location and surroundings, Its
Stockholm for the purpose of thor In other words, that the starter
elevation being bout 6,500 feet above
oughly discussing the needs of Olym might recall the men with a whistle If
the sea, a plateau covered with cedar
pic athletics, and In particular to someone beat the gun.
and plnones, supplied with pure watKnowing that they would not be
agree' upon a set of events and rules
er, no matter how hot the day, (alfor the same. At the meeting of the penalized the runners broke continu
though the temperature rarely reaches
International Olympic council called ally and It required 45 minutes to
87 degrees) you will need covering at
heats in the
for Paris in 1914 the suggestion of run one of the semi-finnight Located In a town of several
these experts will be considered In 100 meters. In some of the other
hundred
inhabitants, of the most
detail and official action taken to races the starter trea to outguess th
and
progressive types, congenerous
have them ready for the Berlin runners' by giving them the quick
venient as to transortatlon, but a
gun. This was unfair, although pergames four years hence.
few miles In various directions, to
the circumThe) lack of standard set of events haps necessary under
the ruins of several ancient towns,
and rules has always led to some un- stances, for frequently a runner lost
whose history is just now attracting
pleasantness. This Is due to the fa;t a yard. In the 100 meters Craig, the
the attention of educators and scien- poned.
that the1 country managing the games winner was last off the mark and in
tific men of national and InternationManifestly, the weakest spot in the has been permitted to select both the the 110 meter hurdles Hawkins beat
al reputation. These people deserve
organization so far has events for the competition and the the gun by a yard.
Chautauqua
the earnest support and hearty co- been in the matter of publicity. The rules. This must lead to some fricAnother feature connected with the
operation of all good people over the platform bas always beei good, the tion. At the Paris games in 1900 the 400 meters deserves comment Possietate, and we feel that It Is only a department work excellent and camp French committee drew sharp critic- - bly on account of the accident bequestion of time until they will re life generaly
satisfactory to ' those Ism upon itself for Insisting upon Sun tween Young and Braun the final
ceive It Already quite a number of who
attended, but the attendance day games, after having promised heat was run in strings. There can
leading citizens, Including Dr. E. Mc has never been what it should be the American committee that there be no) two opinion about the stateQueen Gray, Colonel J. P. Porter and and probably would have been had would be none. Inasmuch as many ment that such a race is unfair, bea number of others have agreed to enough people known it. The newspa of the American athletes had been for cause It favors the men who draws
donate $100 each, In order to relieve
pers have been kind and have done bidden by their colleges or clubs to the pole. Running the race in' strings
the management of Its embarrassment all
they were asked to do but there compete on Sunday, the French In this means, that every man has a. differby reason of Its Indebtedness, and In has been no one heretofore whose way took a most unfair advantage ent starting point, and it is unfair for
this connection, we will say that Dr. business it was to get the matter to of the Americans.
twd reasons. First only the man
Gray's check has already been re- them. The retiring president, John
At London in 1908 there was fric who draws the! pole knows anything
ceived.
W. Corbett. who is an old Kansas tion between the United States and about the positions of his opponents.
Any one else who may feel in- newspaper man and a publicist of ex- England In two) events, the 400 me- The others don't know where they
clined to do likewise will merit and
perience and recognized ability, pro- ters and the Marathon run. In both are until all the men hit the home
receive the gratitude of the manage- - posed to the organization If he was cases the trouble originated in the stretch. Furthermore with the exoeip- mnt. Although the indebtedness does let off the board and relieved of the lack of uniform Olympic rules and tlon of the man on the pole the out
not represent aucn a large amount,
officials.
side runners, are obliged to run at an
harassing details of the organization
some of it Is due and
are being he would take up the work of the
While isvaryljhlng seems tranquil on angle with which they are unfamiliar.
pressed for payment, and are not In publicity department and make that the surface this year there were a Both the: 200 and
runs
a position to meet it The manage-ir- t business fcls
of ..the. worJjVtalle number of differences not only be- - here were naround a curve and In
part
consists of the following:. wti
?
the UttsdL'ta'V'. ."."'I.
fawn citizezns of Moontainalr: 3. tlve management fc the inuuiuflon, but between
sweden and otheiWcoun- - absolutely rair The 200 "fttuters should
W. Corbett,
M. McCoy, the
Colonel
importance of the publicist was tiies. America's most serious troU' be run on a straightaway track and
" Fullen
Professor C
Burt,
heats that the 400 meters should bp run on
so apparent that his proposition was ble occurred in the semi-fina- l
and Dr. B. E. Heddlng, "who have gladly accepted.
The organization of the 400 misters' run. Toung of the a track with but two turns and long
heroically maintained it from ifs
has reached that stage in, its growth American team was disqualified for stretches for the start and finish. The
and will continue to do so, that makes intelligent and well direct- what every impartial spectator con Stockholm track is less than 400 mebut will be grateful for any assist- - ed advertising a necessity and the sidered an unavoidable foul and for ters in circumference, so that the
; ance from
the friends of education creation of this department was Im- which he was In no way to blame. 200 meters had two turns and the
and a higher conception of the bless- perative and where Mr. Corbett's abil- The construction of the Swedish 400 meters four turns and a very
ings it brings.
ity is known it is generaly recognized track made a sharp tarn at the first short run to the first turn. It Is for
Besides
the men- - above named, that no better man to handle this corner unavoidable.
From the very these reasons that those who want
there are many others who have con- work could have been selected. He beginning the Swedish officials had uniform rules and conditions demand
tributed in various ways to make the has promised to prepare "sermons failed to discipline runners for cut that the Olympic council 'Insist upon
.Chautauqua a success in every 'way, for the preachers, theses for the ting In front of their opponents before a standard track as well as standard
and in order to do so, many sacrifices teachers and editorials for the news- - thev were a full stride In front In events and rules.
, have been made.
paers," and if everybody in New Mex this particular race Braun of Germa
Prominent among toBe contribu- ico I not talking and working for ny and Young, of America were the
D. C. Bybee. teaming contractor liv
got ing at 669
tors are the following: J. P. Dunlavy, Chautauqua before the next annual principal competitors. Braun
Keeling Court Canton, III.,
away first and reached the turn poc- is now well rid of a severe and annoy
Fred I Hill, Dr. C. J. Amble, Rev. J. meeting It will not be his fault
With the creation of this depart sibly a foot ahead of Young. In spite ing case of kidney trouble. His back
F. Hedgpeth, Mrs. Cowgill, Mrs, Gar-neand many others scattered over ment, the selection of this capable of this he tried to take the pole. This pained and he was bothered with head
aches and
"I took Foley
board of managers, most of whom meant that Young either had to stop, Kidney Pillsdizzy spells.
the etate.
as directed and in a
just
The introductory exercises of the are experienced Chautauqua men, the spike Braun or be pushed off the few days I felt much better. My life
Instinctively to protect him and strength uemeed to come back.
1912 assembly were conducted by the teachers enlisted In the work as they track.
ministers
thel
he
self
never
been
before,
have
put out his hand In front of and I sleep well. I am now all over
Christian Endeavor and State Sunday
my trouble and glad to recommend FoSchool association, and served to pre of all denominations all over the State him and Braun lunged into Young's ley Kidney Pills."
Try them. O. G,
en
was
and
and
arm
all
with
the
power
There
away.
.pushed
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
pare the people for the remainder of boosting
realno
was
doubt that Young shoved
.the exercises. These conventions thusiasm they have and a better
were represented by' as noble, a set ization by the public generally of what Braun, but the German was to blame
Young
NEW YORK YACHT CLUE
of men and women as it has oeen our Chautaqua means and stands for, the for the mixup, After the race
'
was never so firmly es- was disqualified.
Glen Cove, I
I.,
good fortune to meet.
Aug. 7 Glen
They were institution
so good.
The Americans objected to the de Cove's picturesque harbor was the
people who seemed, to have cultivated tablished or its prospects
cision without making a protest try- rendezvous this afternoon for the
a singleness of purpose to fill tne
to convince the Swedish officials great fleet of schooners, sloops and
world with harmony and good fellow
16 ing
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth , Dentist
Braun was to blame for the trou steam
ship, and thereby lift them to a high Baldwin St. Rochester, N. T., says Fo- that
yatchs, Including some of the
him
ble.
Later the Swedish committee speediest craft in American waters,
immediate
Pills
Kidney
gave
ley's
er plane of thought and life. Among
relief and strengthened him wonder announced that Young was dlsqimll that are to
these were great thinkers and earnest
take part in the annual
"I have been bothered with fledd not
fully.
for fouling Braun but for cruise of the New York Yacht club.
workers.
weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
taking the pole from a Swede in the Commodore C Ledyard Blair will 6i
Following these were the exercises suffered, much pain. Foley Kidney
same race before he was a stride in der the squadron under way
of the Chautauqua proper, under the Pills gave me Immediate relief and
early to
me wonderfully.
I am front of him. No one could he found morrow
strengthened
morning for the first run 4.
auspices of which some of the great-- pleased to recommend their, use." O.
est brains and noblest characters ap G. Schaeter and Red Cross Drug Store. afterwards who could explain this the cruise from "Glen Cove to Smith- foul and Ernest HJertberg, the Swed town Bay, a distance of 27 miles. An
peared and aided In making this one
ish coach, even went so far as to
start is to be made from Smith-towof the most profitable In Its history. CONFEDERATE VETERANS
MEET tell the writer that there was no early
Bay on Friday mornlns for New
Winston-Salem- ,
One pf the features, requiring spec
N. C, Aug. 7.
Sweed in the race. James E. Sulli- London, Conn., and on
Saturday the
ial mention, was the ceremony of the Remnants of the gray-cla- d
host van, the American commissioner, the run will
be made from New London
of
class
of
the
Confederate army answered next
the Chautauqua
graduating
day asked one of the Swedish to Newport Sunday will be spent
Literary and Scientific circle. Mr. roll call today at the opening of the officials who had ruled on the inci- at anchor
In Newport, and on MonCorbett was the only member entitled annual reunion of the North Caroli dent ' to draw a
showing day morning the yachtswill get under
diagram
to the honor and was accordingly na division of the United Confeder
what had occurred, but he could not way for Vineyard Hava;n, where they
ate Veterans. The1 reunion will last do
granted a diploma.
will remain over night Tuesday
it
Too much space would be required two days, during which time there
According to American or English morning the last run of the cruise
to relate what each one did in his, will be numerous features of enter rules, Young would never have been will be
taken, from Vineyard Havan
or her, share of this great work, but tainment for the veterans and their disqualllfed under these clrcumstan-ces- back to
Newport, where the racep
suffice to say that they Included some friends, i
Braun was the man at fault and for the Astor cups and the KIng'6
of the brightest men and women of
even he could not have been charged cupfl will be sailed on the three days
A. S. Jones, of the Lee Pharmacy, with a willful foul.
the age. These exercises were folAccording to all following.
lowed by the appearance upon the Chico, Cal., who has handled Foley & the rules of athletics the Swedes erCo's medicines for many years, saya:
stage of many of the leaders of the "I consider that
two important particulars. If
"Were all medicines as meritorious
Foley's Honey and red in
W. C. T. V., of' the nation, with Tar Compound has no equal, and is the the disqualification was for the colli as
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
earnest and sincere words of cheer one cough medicine I can recommend sion between Young and Braun then Diarrhoea Remedy the world would
no
narcotics or other the German and iot the American be much better off and the percentage
for what has already been accomp- as containing
genuine in
decreased," writes
lished and encouragement for what aharmful properties."O. The
But of suffering reatly
G. Schaefer and should have been disqualified.
yellow package.
Lindsay Scott, of Temple, Ind. For
eeemed Inevitable, the complete over Red Cross Drug Store.
if Young w;ere out for cutting In front sale by all dealers.
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DO YOU WISH,

SIR?
SCIENTIST
DISCOVERS WAY OF
MAKING CANINES GROW TO
ANY PROPORTIONS.

iii

((

Paris, Aug. 7. Dr. John E. Murphy
of Chicago, one of the foremost surgeons of Americawho with 33 members of the American Clinical and
Surgical association has been getting
some new ideas on surgery in the hos-

OVERLAND MODEL 50 T
Telephone

or call and we will have our demonstrator

show you.
pitals of Germany and Austria, has
this to say on the latest work in sur,
gery:
Co.
Automobile
Las
"The surgery of the future will tend
more and more to the prevention of
Phone Main 344,
disease, instead of being the last reWhalen, & Fowler Props
sort In desperate case's. It must cooperate with medicine, and especially
with bacteriology. Nobody dares to
predict the brilliant discoveries that body to another. '
They are sometimes the patient dies from violent lockjaw
will be made In the next decade by
even transplanted from one person and convulsions. All these glands in
means
of tneJi'ftr science
to ttnotber, but never from, one spe- their normal condition mutually regu-n
!nuy
for e.
cies
of animal to another. ';
late each other, a derangement of
ample, that acute rheumatism Is due
"We are learning much about the one affecting the others.
to germs usually entering some dis"I may also mention the modern
eased organs, such as Inflamed ton- four mysterious glands which regulate
the
The
body's
thyroid
that the mysterious organ,
growth.
and
then
discovery
sils,
settling in thje joints.
The removal of the tonsilsXr the in- gland regulates the growth of the the pancreas, is identified with the
oculation of the blood yfith a germ big bones. When these are overstlm-ulate- conversion of sugar. I believe it will
in youth it causes giants; an be
cures rheumatism. Jto with many
possible hereafter to cure diabetes
Insufficient
secretion causes dwarfs. by removing the pancreas wholly or
other diseases. There is hardly any
We can feed dogs on the thyroid se- in
part."
peritonitis now, 'because we have
learned to operate before it reaches cretion, beginning on one dog the
first month, on another the second
.
the
V
Robert W. Herter, Lawrenceville,
month, and so on, and produce a serMo, who had been bothered with kid.Turn Dwarfs Into Giants.
ies of dogs of perfectly graduated ney trouble
for two years, says: "I
Dr. Murphy said the transplantation size1. The first
dog, for example, tried three different kinds of kidney
of living tissues and operations on grows a
dog and a half long and the pills but with no relief. My neighbor
mysterious glands by modern surgery second two dogs long, it is like a told me to use Foley Kidney Pills, I
took three bottles of
are working miracles and causing fairy story.
permanent cure. I recommend them
to
become
dwarfs
giants.
10 everyway."
Regulating the Wide Bones.
o. G. Schaefer and
"It should be said," he continued,
"Another gland Is the
pit- Red Cross Drug Store.
"that all sensational stories of the uitary body, which regulates the
Mr. W. a Gansalus, a farmer livln
transplanting of living organs are un- growth of the wide bones. Its stimu1
reliable. A transplanted organ will lation causes a broadening of the near -Flpmtno- - ir
nay a ua una useuj
live but will not perform its functions face, Jaws and Joints. Still another Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedv In Ma
and hence is useless. Bones and tis- set of tiny glands, no larger than ten-til- teen years, and that
he has found It to
sues, however, can be successfully
are attached to the outside of the ue an excellent remedy, and take
in recommending it For- transplanted from one part of the thyroid gland. If these are removed pleasure
t A11
coin
wwio ujr an uoaiers.
j 1.
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INCREASE IN HOMICIDES
AROUSING THE PEOPLE
TO ACTION.

New York, Aug.

7.- -On

IS

top of the

scandal. centering around the murder

and exchanges ana furttiermore that
corporations and individual laree Investors that formerly applied for new
Issues now obtain what they want
and at a lower price by taking part
in the underwriting. Altogether it is
proving a pretty hard summer for
brokers and speculators with families at the beach or in the mountains
to whom checks must go forward
each week.
A Long Fast Ended
A new record for fasting eexte
over a period of twelve months
and one week, during which extended
period not a single morsel of food was
consumed by the subject has been esThisi remaikablo
tablished here.
record which fan surpasses anything
of the kind ever knownwas made not
by a human being but by Princess
the twenty-foo- t
python in, the Zoo.
weeks of fasting she
After fifty-threfinally consented to partake, of a
d
light meal in the shape of an
pig which of course was consumed whole.
Ordinarily according
to Headkeeper Snyder, a (python will
consume a thirty or forty pound pig
every week or so, when eating.
the other big python, followed
this practice but not so Princess. One
of the most curious features of the
long fast is that the big snake did
not lose a pound. At the end of her
fast she . tipped the
scales at 170 pounds, her Weight a
pig whichi
year ago. The
swallowed three wpekfl
the big snake
'
ago was raised In the Park and was
a tempting morsel. At the rate Prin
cess is golngj it will have cost only
d
the price of raising the
board
of
her
to
cover the expenses
pig
It costs
bill for thirteen months.
dollars a year to
fully twenty-fiv- e
feed the cobra which is a pigmy compared with the python. Fatlma, howpound
ever, consuming a thirty-fiv- e
.porker at each sitting averages about
eight dollars a meal.
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automobile naturally objects to this
Interpretation of the law and has
brought suit to recover his property
thus putting It up to the courts to
decide whether an automobile under
certain circumstances Is tot be classed along with jimmies, drills, nitro
glycerine and other implements for

V
GOOD NEWS.
Many East Las Vegas Readers Have
Heard it and Profitted Thereby,
"Good news travels fast," and the
thousands of bad back sufferers in
East Las Vegas are glad to learn that
prompt relief ' is within their reacn.
Many a lame, weak and aching back
13 bad no more, thanks to Doan's Kidney pills. Our citizens are telling
the good news of their experience
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here
Is an example worth reading:
S. P. Flint, Central House, Grand &
Douglas Aves., East Las Vegas, N.
Mex., says: "I am as firm a believer
in the merit of Doan's Kidney Pills today as when I first publicly recommended them about seven years ago.
At that time Doan'B Kidney Tills

MM
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NEB PLAYS

will continue with
May Robson
"The Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary."
Trixie Friganza will have the leading role in a new review, "The Passing Show of 1912."
Florence Rockwell is to appear in
a new plays called "The Wild Flow-

ers."
Jane

SEA&l

WHAT
THE LEADING ACTORS
WILL BE DOING DURING
THE YEAR 1912-1-

iew

York, Aug. 7. The opening of
the theatrical
season of 1912-1is
now only a few weeks off, and the
most of the leading managers have
announced the lists of the productions they have in prospect. The
following is a list of the prominent
actors and actresses and the plays In
which they will begin the season:
'
John Drew will open at the Empire
theater early next month in Alfred
Sutro's four-ac- t
comedy, "The Perplexed Husband."
,
Mine. Nazimova
will follow Mr.
Drew at the Empire, appearing in
"Bella Donna."
3

is to have, the leading
role in a new play called "Within the
Law."
Robert Edeson will continue In
some of his old successes early in the
season and later probably will appear
in a new play callea "Mister Bill, a
Man."
will continue in
William Hodge
"The Man from Home" and "Pomand'
er Walk."
Frank Mclntyre will be in the new
musical comedy, "tier Left Shoulder."
Dustln and William Farhham will
continue In "The Littlest Rebel."
Holbrook Blinn will have the chief
role in Paul Armstrong's new. play,
"The "Escape."
Henry Miller will continue In "The
Rainbow."
to star in "The
; Rarlph Herz Is
Mysteries No. 47."
Charlotte Walker will be seen
again In "The Trail of the Lonesome

A GERi'lAf

America, where he has frequent!
stayed for the purposes of his investigations. One of his recent vlsltora
was the American pathollglst SImoa
Plexnner of the Rockefeller Medical
Research Institute, who, after mak- -

BAH

DECREED TO BE

field's aid is now working in London.

AC0UMES5

Cowl

VON

ZOBELITZ, WHO HAS WORN
GIRL'S CLOTHING, CAN BE

I REAL ESTATE

"TRAN8VESTITE"

Bprlin, Aug. 7. A pretty young woman just out of her teens, dressed
with remarkable care, and looking
like "one. of Berlin's best" in her lace
blouse, furred coat and ostich-feathe-r
hat, tripped lightly out "" the big
doors of the
A
courageous attorney desirous of ren
dering any possible assistance to the
prptty young woman spoke to her and
then jumped back with a start. .Out
of the pretty cup!d'-boof a mourh
proceeded a stinging Berlin retort:
"Git art er my way yung 'un or I'll
chaw yer up. Scatterate quick, gee?"
The alarmed attorney hurried up to
the criminal department looking for
an' explanation, but soon understood.
Pine."
Julian Eltinge will continue In "The "Just a transvertltes" he learned, and
?
shrugged his shoulders.
Fascinating Widow."
& few days later in the court o
George M. Cohan will start his
regular season in "Broadway Jones." oommon pleas the bench summoned
as wltnesis "Baron George von Zobel-titz.- "
The usual crowd of Idle onNOTICE
lookers and reporters In Bearch of a
State of New Mexico
minor sensation pricked up their ears.
In the District Court.
Representatives of Berlin's oldest and
County of San Miguel.
noblest aristocracy are not wont to
In the matter of the
apear in the court of common pleas,
No.
Petition of Vincent
But they opened their eyes very wide
Fortune for change of
as amid the titter of the bencu and
name.
the wltnessses and the solicitors and
Notice' of changing name of Vincent the onlookers a pretty girl of

I

TRANSFERS

Warranty Deed
et als to
Manuel
July 11,
1912, land in precint No. 15.
Consideration
'.$5,000.00
Charles J. Meyer to Anna E.
MayerJuly 20, 1912, lot 22
Jacob RIedlinger's to Zlon
1.00
Hill. Consideration ......
The Investment and Agency
Corporation to Florence A.
Cehman, July 27, 1912, lot
Elanteria

A. Vigil
B. Goke,

of a well known gambler and
the
charges of police complicity in gratl
and crime over which New York Is
stirred to its very depths, comes a
shocking revelation of the prevalence
of homicide in the city and the comparatively slight risk that attends Us
commission. The records show that
one murder took place In New York
every day during the month of July
10 and 11 blk. Jose Albino
and that in only about
d
of
and Aniceto Baca Addition.
the cases arrests were made. While
19.00
.
Cxmsideration
this is & startling increase, over simiEdwin Wells et ux to Henry
lar 'periods in previous years, It repP.uck
were procured at the Center
Janzen, April 10, 1910, Sec.
resents only a slight advance over the
Pharmacy and they entirely relieved
coun-ttr- y
6, Twp. 16 R. 18. ConsidAdams
Maude
tour
will
record that has been maintained for
the
other
me of backache and
symptoms
1.00
eration .
in
Pan"
the past six months. According to the
"Peter
later
and
the
in
of disordered kidneys. The benefits
Arthur
C. Erb, et ux to Henry
new
in
season
will
seen
a
Barrie
be
figures made public by the police
derived have been permanent"
Janzen, April 1, 1910, 320
commissioner himself, the number of
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 comedy called "The Legion of Leo
In Sec. 5, Twp. 16, R.
acres
nora."
n
Foster-Mllburmurders during the first half of the
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents;
18.
'Ethel Barrymore will be seen in
year amounted to 140 as compared
New York, sole agents for the United
Henry Janzen et ux to Lizzie
s
new play by Henry Bernstein and
with 81 during the first six months
States.
L. Janzen, July 27, 1912,
of 1911.- - Counting out Sundays and
Remember the name Doan's anl possibly in a new play by C. Haddon
NW, Sec 6, Twp. 16 R.
no
other.
Chambers.
take
holidays, therefore, th record stands
'
R. 18.
at an average of a killing a day with
Billie Burke will head a large com
ux
Janzen
F.
F.
to
.et
Henry
the exception of eight days since the
pany in Pinero's "Mind the Paint
MS&.&.-JX&-'SJanzen, July 27, 1912, SEi
Girl."
beginning of the present year. The
Seo. 5, Twp. 16 R. 18.
remarkable feature of the report is
in
"Kis
Otis
will
continue
Skinner
BASEBALL NOTES.
Janzen et ux to J. H.
Henry
the large number of murders attribseason.
met" during the entire
,
Janzen,
July 27, 1912, SE
uted to gang fights and feuds. Never
John Mason will be presented in
Sec. 6, Twp. 16 R. 18. Conin the recent history of the city have
Henry Bernstein's drama, "The At
1.00
sideration ,
The Detroit Club (has purchased tack."
these gangsters been so numerous or
Fortune to'VJncent Rathburn and
neatly dressed in the
H.
H.
to
ux
Janzen
et
of
Henry
Boehler,
(RubeO
Rath-burGeorge;
so bold in their operations which
pitcher
Donald Brian will be seen In a new
of summer garbs, stepped up
Establishing Name of Vincent
Janzen, July 27, 1912, NW'i
the Newark, Ohio State League team. musical comedy called "The Marriage
have now led to an insistent demand
to the railing in front of the bench.
Sec. 6, Twp. 16 U. 18. Conhad
Bill
Dahleen
if
as
looks
It
for the cleaning out of tnetr haunts In
Notice is hereby given that the un- In a few words1 he explained.
Market."
Once
1.00
To End Swindles
sideration .
guessed right when he added Frank
all parts of the city. While capital
on
Julia Sanderson will have the title dersigned, Vincent Fortune, did,
more the magic word "Transvpstlte'
of Allen to
L.
ux
H.
Janzen
to
et
men,
promoters
staff.
Henry
Brooklyn's pitching
crime has almost doubled during the
the 16th day of July, A. D. 1912, file went the round.
role in "The Sunshine Girl."
iSchmidt July
27, 1912,
wildcat oil properties, sellers of
Baseball teams of the Typographa petition in the District Court of San
present year, however, lesser ofBaron George von Zobeltitz, now
will
Carlisle
the
have
Alexandria
others ical Union will hold their annual tour16 R.
and
mines
SW
in
5,
Sec
shares
Twp.
imaginary
fences seem to have decreased in
State of New Mexico, by permission of the proper authori1.00
18. Consideration
princial role In the Comedie Fran- - Miguel County,
now gain a precarious but some nament In Boston on August 20.
who
number. ComplaintB of assault and
wherein he asked that his said name ties converted into Countess Gerald"Primrose."
success,
caise.
livelihood
ux
to
Jacob
Janzen
et
by
is
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FORTUNE

SHIPS

MOTHER . WHO SPURNED1 OFFSPRING LEAVES HER ALL
HER MONEY.

RAILROADS ARE NOT OVERLY
PLEASED WITH SHOWING
;r MADE IN JULY.

NEW CONTRIVANCE WOULD HAVE
PREVENTED LOSS OF THE
TITANIC.

Railroad gross earnings for the two
weeks in July, according to returns
received by Dun's Review from all
United States roads making weekly;
reports, amount to $15,301,984, a gain
of $275,910 as compared with the
earnings of the same roads for the
corresponding period a year ago.
While the gain is small, it shows
some improvement over a week ago,
and, on the whole, may be. considered
fairly satisfactory.
Nearly all the roads in the south re
port more or less increase, Chesa
peake & Ohio being the only important exception, while in the west and
southwest a number of systems still
make smaller returns, that by Colo-

It is a curious and interesting fact
that anything in the nature of a light
does best in perfectly- - clear weather,
while anything In the nature of a
sound does best in thick or foggy
weather. Acoustic clouds that bar
the passage of sound never exist in
foggy weather. Tnese clouds are
by numerous conflicting currents of air at different densities
caused by the Interchange of the hot
air from below with the cold air from
above, and this action never takes
place in thick weather, says the Lon-do- s
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...........!

Goodaie property in Babylon, L. I.,
.16
worth $10(1,000. The property becomes
65
hers because Mrs, Egbert V. Strong
7.50 died
Intestate in April. She had

spurned the child when born, had
...$6.00 sent her away when she was a lew
MO
days old and never 'willingly saw her
It was never In her
fiiake rtfqujttal, but Marion,
to
thought
STOCK
AND
WEEKLY OPTIC
t
now at 24, has the family estate,
GROWER
fe life
in
interest
to;
tet
fathef
.......12.00
One Year
Dally by Mall
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One Tear
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nftoi-wari-

suo-jec-

d
of It.
Mrs. Strong's hatred for the child
It was
could never
tCaah in Advance for Mail Subscript known that she did no., wish to betions)
come a mother, but as sha.had always
Remit by draft, check or money displayed interest in Mother children
erder. If sent otherwise we will not her husband hoped that her maternal
responsible for loss.
instincts would respond to the sight
.
Specimen copies free on ftppllca-on- of one of foecrown. ,.,ln. this hope he
was mistaken and as he toon tne babe
away when only three days old and
UJ, PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT the subject of the uirtn was inter
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
dicted by the wife,-- the neighbors in
PAID FOR.
Babylon were not .aware that it had
occurred., ..For more than twenty
Advertisers are guaranteed the years they remained In ignorance of
largest dally and weekly circulation it.
,i.
of any newspaper in Northwestern
Thought Couple Childless.
New Mexico.
In all that time the Strongs passed
as childless. They owned yachts and
automobiles, spent tiieir winters in
TELEPHONES
Florida, and Mrs. Strong's diamonds
2
Main
BUSINESS OFFICII
were
the admiration of South Shore
Main 9
NEWS DEPARTMENT
.
society.
Marion has had two homes other
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1912.
than her own.?!. Her father first took
her to distant realtives In Brooklyn,
with whom she f remained for six
TIIE RATIONAL GUARD
years. Brooklyn was too close to
home to Buit the whims of Mrs.
Realizing that something must be
When th'a. subject of sending
done to) rehabilitate
the national Strong.
her elsewhere was under consideraguard In the various states, the house tion, the family of George Hunt were
committee on military affairs has fa
visiting in, Riverland. They had a
vorably; reported a militia pay (bill little
girl of Marion's age. Mrs. Hunt
whicH carries with it an appropria
chanced to hear of the case. She said
tion of $3,234,723 for the current year she had never known
anythina jj!t-Ifu- l
S-tha
lederal contribution to the
and offered to give the child a
maintenance of state soldiery. This
home with her family in Trumans-burg- ,
is a substantial beginning of what our
Tompkins county.
military authorities hope will be an
In that home Marion was reare-- l as
enlarged policy in support of the na a daughter. Allowances came from
tional guard. The foundation was
Babylon for a few years for her maind
laid In the law' of 19 08 which
tenance, but Mrs. Strong suddenly
that citizen soldiers could draw cut them off and thereafter the
pay from the federal government Hunts cared for her as their own,
and which also placed the national with no
help except occasional small
guard on a stable basis.
sums from Captain Strong. She has
While the United States is not a grown Up as a country girl. The
military nation, it must be alert to the news from there yesterday was that
necessity of maintaining some sort of since coming into her property she
organization as a nucleus for exten- has bought an automobile in which
sion into usefulness should the need she drives her friends through Utica,
arise. Originally the national guard Syracuse and all over the neighborwas equal in Importance and dignity ing country.
with the standing army. It was, in . Captain Strong always had a warm
fact, a branch of the army establish- place In his heart for Marlon. At one
ment that counted quite as much in time he went up the state to live with
military estimates as the regular sol- her, and again he built a cottage on
diers of the nation. But various states Loafg .Island property of i his fawn
bave allowed their national .guard to which he intended for Marion. Mrs.
deteriorate through lacks of sufficient Strong
him, and lovfunds for equipment and maneuvers. ing her and wanting peace, he yielded
"This neglect continued until the or and let the years pass.
His first attempt to isduce Mrs.
ganization was little more than, a
scattered and disorganized body of Strong to take the child was when
amateurs, few of whom were given Marlon was living in Brooklyn with a
the benefit of technical training. family named Osborne. He arranged
The member of the national guard that Mrs. Strong call on the Osbornes.
ought to be honored and helped as a She had not wished to know where
condition of his enlistment As the Marlon was and did not know she
" states
have no uniform method of was there. The Osbornes, anticipatdealing with this problem it is prop- ing that the mother woula relent on
erly a matter for federal supervision. seeing such a pretty, child, dressed
war 'department has taken an Marion in dainty frocks and InformTlyS
Interest jn the neglected branch of the ed her that the' visitor who was ' com&ervice,jind in qulcl response the na- ing was her mother.
Marion's heart was full to overflowtional guard has improved. With
men
officers
and
will
for
that
ing, and when Mrs, Strosg arrived
pay
make drills and studf of military mat- she - went up to ner with arms exters something mora than a labor of tended and her face smiling:
"What a lovely Htt.e girl," the vislove, the nation could gather togeth-asome
of
and
trained
200,000
clasping the outitor exclaimed,
army
efficient fighting men who would be stretched hands in her own. "And
ready on short notice to take the field whose little girl are you7"
"I am so glad you have come at
on equal terms with the regular sol
been
of
This
has
the hope
diers.
last," the child answered, her face
one-thir-
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those who, against great odds, have
taken the side of the national guard.
The sum appropriated under the
housje bill is almost insignificant, but
It is a beginning. It is not intended
nor is it desirable for, the federal gov
ernment to assume entire supervision
over the national guard. But federal
help and federal recognition is necessary if that branch of the military
establishment Is to be maintained.
TJnlesa the volunteer members are
paid a modest sum for their time and
trouble, the national guard might as
Veil be abandoned.

catastrophe

Pacific stacles in a degree of darkness that
& Nashville renders eyes useless, Sir Hiram has
$10,489 and Louisville
devised his apparatus, which, If fit$34,755.
In the following table are given ted on ships, would enable them to
the gross earnings of all United detect the presence of and- to locate
States railroads reporting to date for obstacles, such as other ships, icethe first two weeks in July and the bergs or land. In the dark or in the
gain as compared with the earnings fog.
As adapted for ships, the sixth
of the same roads for the corres
ponding period last year; also '.. for sense consists cf a device for producpractically the same roads for a sim ing and sending out the necessary
ilar period
in the two preceding air waves, of another for receiving
back the reflected waves, and
months:
making
$275,910 them reveal their presence by ringing
July, 2 weeks... $15,301,984
476,533 bells, and of a third for recording the
June, 2 weeks... 14,334,435
598,676 amplitude of the waves. The first conMay, 2 weeks... 15,071,791
sists of a modified form of siren,
which is designed to produce powerEspee to Encourage Farmers.
A department of farm improvement ful air waves having a frequency of
work will' begin operations on the fourteen or fifteen vibrations a secSouthern railway on September 1, ac- ond.
No Annoyance to
cording to announcement by Presi
Passengers.
dent Finjey. A great opportunity exThis frequency is too low for them
ists, in the opinion ofthe manage- to be audible to the human ear as
ment, for increasing pwsperlty of the sound, and therefore they will not
territory traversed by the lines of the cause the annoyance to passengers
ocmpany through building up soil pro that arises from the ordinary steam
ductivity and increasing average crop whistle; but the waves, being of great
yield per acre.
amplitude and power, jrill be abl to
demonstration travel over great distances, and n
The
plan will be followed, the aim being striking any object will 'be reflected
to show farmers .what they can do back in the same way as sound
on their own lands and with their waves, though the echo will be as
own resources. This plan has been Inaudible as the primary vibrations.
followed with marked success by the The siren would be provided with a
railroad's cotton culture department, trumpet mouthpiece and mounted in
and it Is proposed now to extend the such a way that it could be turned
work over the system generally and in any direction without interfering
to adapt it to the peculiar conditions with the steam supply.
of each locality.
The receiver may be regarded as
T. O. Plunkett, who has been gen- an articificlal ear. It consists of a
eral agent of the cotton culture
diaphragm of rubbered silk, stretched
is to be head of the new tightly over a
cylinder,
organization, with the title of mana- and it is so arranged that the air
ger of farm improvement work.
pressure is always the same on both
sides of it, irrespective of the blasts
Santa Fe Car Loadings.
from the siren. The vibrations set
In the week ending July 20 the up in this diaphragm by the air waves
Santa Fe handled 20,665 cars on the are caused to close a series of elecsystem rails, or 3,126 more than a trical circuits, each containing an
year ago. Of cars received from for- electrical bell of different pitch. Feeeign connections there were 4,325, an ble waves, such as would be reflect7
Increase of 484, making a total of
ed from a small object or one at a
cars handled for the week, in great distance, would cause only
comparison with u 21,307 last year. slight vibrations of the diaphragm,
This Is an increase of 3,610 cars.
and thus would close only the first
electric contact, thereby ringing the
first or smallest bell. Larger ones
GALVESTON BEACH AUTO RACES would close the second contact and
Galveston, Tex., Aug. 7. On the
ring a larger bell, and so on. The
eve of the richest and most spectacu- recor3er which forms the third part
lar automobile race meeting ever Of the apparatus also depends on the
held in the southwest, Galveston is
action of a diaphragm, but is arrang
throbbing with enthusiasm and expec- ed to give a written diagram of the
The races, which are to be disturbances in the air.
tancy.
held In connection with the annual
cotton carnival, will begin tomorrow
and continue through the remainder
fever and asthma make August
of the week. The contests will be a Hay
month of intense suffering to many
conducted on the beach course, which people. Foley's Honey and Tar Com
experts pronounce to be ore of the pound gives prompt ease and relief,
infinest in the country. The course is and is soothing and healing to the
Wm. M. Mere-themembranes.
two and one half miles longA grand flamed N.
Searsport, Me., says: "A few
stand to accommodate 10,000 specta- doses of Foley's Honey a;id Tar Com
tors has been erected at the finish pound relieved me of a severe attack
point. There are five event3 on the of asthma and less than a bottle caus
ed a
cure." Refuse substit
program for each of the first two days utes. complete
O. G. Schaefar and Red Cross
of the meet and a
free for Drug Store.
all contest will be run on Saturday,
the final day.
aglow. "I am' your little girl."
The "Progressive" Party
silent.
and
stood
Mrs. Strong
rigid
Is the individual, man or woman, who
Thes she released the little hands TOMMY BURNS RETURNS TO RING nRes Foley Kidney Pills for backache,
and without a word hastened from
Saskatoon, Sask., Aug. 7. Tommy rheumatism, weak back, and other kid
the house. She came straight to the Burns, who has not done any fight- ney and bladder irregularities. Foley
Kidney Pills are healing, strengthencity where she knew she would find ing since his defeat by Jack Johnsoa in ing,
to produce bene
tonic, and
Australia nearly four years ago, is to ficial results. quick
her husband.
Contain no harmful
OsMrs.
"What brat is that at
reappear in the ring here tomorrow drugs. Never sold in bulk. Put up In
borne's?" she cried as she met him. night in a
bout with BUI two sizes in sealed bottles. The gena yellow package. O. G. Schaef-e"It, is not a 4 brat, but your own Rlckard, who hails from Vancouver. uineandin Red
CroSs Drug Storo.
said.
The
contest
nature
of
will
in
be
the
daughter," he
for Bums, who declares that
"I must never see he- - again," she a
Arthur Devlin of the Boston Braves
rejoined angrily. "This was your do- If he can regain his old form he will
ing. If it is ever repeated I shall claim the championship title upon la planning on taking a baseball team
to Cuba next winter.
cast you off as I did her."
the retirement of Jack Johnson.
$24,000,

200-mil- e

,

and professional aspects today's early
showed
stock
essential
market
changes from recent session. Trading
was dull and spasmodic with the undertone more or less irregular. Bonds
were steady.
The noon hour was marged by
greater activity and a brisk rise in
some of the speculative issues, notably Reading and Lehigh Valley,
which rose in response to what looked like genuine demand,; while St.
Paul further improved Its position.
Interest and activity continued to
center about the coalers, Reading and
Lehigh Valley adding to earlier
gains. The market closed strong.
After some further Irreguarity
caused by anotfher. break in, American Tobacca, the market .turned
Btrong in the. final dealings and substantial gains were made in Reading
and Consolidated Gas. ,.
The last sales for the day were:
.

Globe.
So Sir Hiram Maxim indicates the
considerations which have influenced Amalgamated Copper
him in endeavoring to find a means American Beet Sugar

nousced and amounting to only $24,' such as the loss of the Titanic on the
830 for the second week of the month. principle of the sixth sense.
On the other hand, for a similar
The Bat Wis Model.
Southern reports a gain of
period
Starting from the view that cerCentral of tains bats possess a sixth sense,
$106,492, "Soo" $02,023.
Georgia $47,400, Minneapolis & St which enables them not only to purLouis $28,348. International & Great sue a fly or beetle, but to avoid ob-

Northern

TODAY'S MARKETS

WARN THE

MUCH

Entered at the postofftoe at Eaat
New York, Aug 7. The story of a
IjU Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- mother's lifelong aversion to her only
sion through the United States mails offspring, a daughter, and of their
H second class matter.
estrangement from the child's in
fancy had a strange sequel yesterday
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
when it became known that Marion
Dally, by Carrier:
Goodale Strong is heir to the entire

tlx
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Like if.
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trv a Sack You'll
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Atchison
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Qre&t Northern
New York Central
Northern Paclfta
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Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd.
.

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
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$3.90
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 7. Rains interfering

with the harvest in the spring crop
belt tended today to make the wheat
market firm. Opening prices ranged
from a shade lower to
cent
at 92 to
up. September started
921-1- to cents higher and rose
cents. The close was firm
to 92
cents higher at
with Stepmber

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

6

92.

'

Additional
moisture southwest,
making more certain the maturing of
the crop, kept corn easy. September
cent off at
to
opened 18

to 66 cents, rallied to 66
and fell back to 66. The close
cent net higher and firm,
was
for September at 66.
Oats held steady. September startcent down to a like advance
ed at
at 30 to 30 cents and seemed inclined to- - remain within those limits.
Free selling by a big packing concern weakened provisions. First tran
sactions varied from last night's quo- tgiions to i.to 10.. below j with, Sep
for pork;
tember delivery $17.75
for ribs.
$10.50 for lard and $10.52
The closing quotations for the day
were as follows:
De
Wheat. September
cember 92.

Capital,

M.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

65

92;

Corn,
,

54.
Oats,
:

66;

Septemlbaf
August

30;

December

September

30

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

MOTS

The
Science of

Selling
Farms

Pork, September $17.82.
Lard, September $10.4750;
Ribs, September $10.55.

.

.If

it may be termed a science

7 must

include a means of presenting

...

the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest

OP

usi the

TI C

WANT COLUMNS

d

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Aug. 7. Wattle, re
ceipts 9,000, Including 2,000 southerns.
Market steady to 10 cents lower. Native steers $6. 50 10; southern Bteers
$4.807.50; southern cows and heifers $3.505.50; native) tcows and
stackers and
heifers $3.509.25;
feeders $4.507.50; bulls $45.25;
calves $58.75; western steers $5.59
9.20; western cows $3.506.
Hogs, receipts 6,000. Market steady
to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales $8.20
8.40; heavy $8.158.35;
packers
and butchers $8.208.40; lights $8.20
8.40; pigs $67.
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market steady to 10 cents higher. Muttons $3.50
4.50; lambs $67.60; range weth
ers and yearlings $3.505; range
ewes

$3.504.20.

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Chicago, Aug. 7. Cattle, receipts
21,000.
Market 10 to 15 cents lower.
Beeves $7.1010; Texas steers $4.85
western steers $5.708.10;
7;
stackers and feeders $4 7.10; cows

'calves
and heifers $2.607,90:
$G.509.75.
Market gen
Hogs, receipts 22,000.erally lower. Lights
$7.908.85;
mixed $7.708,55;
heavy $7.30
8.30; 'rough $7.307.50; pigs ,$6.60
8.30; bulk of sales $7.758.30.
"Sheep, receipts 36,000. Market stea
dy to 10 cents lower. Native $3.20
4.70; western $3.404.60; yearlings
$4.405.60; lambs, native $4.40
7.50; western $4.407.75.
ST. LOUIS WOOL
St. LoHW, Aug. 7. Wool

steady.
Territory and western mediums 20
24;

fine mediums. 183i20;

17.'
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leave our store
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season be sure to select a
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NEW STOCK OF

FLORSHEIM SHOES FOR MEN
JUST RECEIVED
ALL NEW STYLES.
$4.00 to $5 50

,

7.-- Call
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PERSONALS
J. J. Fuss, the Cleveland miller

was in Las Vegas toctay on business.
Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez left
this morning for Caaperito on an
business trip. ,
Domic go Hays was In Las Vegas
"
rom his home In Apache
today
Springyon a business trip.
C. Ij Stubbletleld of the Continental Oi' company of Las Vegas was In
Santa Fe yesterday on business.
L P. Lyster, J. Appei and J. Cou-nwere among the1 Las Vegans registered in Santa Fe yesterday.
Miss Helen Kelly left this afternoon for Hodges, where she will be
the guest of (Miss Katheryn Drake.
Paul Doran, state agent of the
Haynes Motor Car company, left this
morning for Santa Fe, driving overland.
II. O. Potter, of the Potter Ice
Cream and Candy company of thia
city was & visitor In Santa Fe yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugenio Romero of
Mora were In Las Vegas today on
business. Mr. Romero Is a prominent
merchant of Mora.
H. D. Burrall, in charge of the forest planting station In the Galllnas
Canyon, was in the city today looking
'after business affairs,
F. L. Myers, Santa Fe division superintendent, returned last evening
on train No. 9 from a short business
trip to the northern part of the state.
C. F. Wickenheiser of the Peoples'
Bank and Trust company, returned
last night from an extended business
trip to Pittsburg, Pa., and points m
the middle west.
C. C. McCawen of Albuquerque was
In Las Vegas today on business. Mr.
McCawen is employed in the engineering- department of the Santa Fe
road in the Duke City.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry G. Coors, Jr.,
who have been in Las Vegas for the
past several weeks visiting Mr. Coors'
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Coors,
left this afternoon for their home In
;

et

E. E. Johnson, the landman, spent
the day on the mesa.
Miss Eva Jones left this afternoon
on train No. 10 for Denver.
B. O.. Randall of Taos was In 1. js
Vegas yesterday and today on busi'
ness.
Florencio Martinez came in last
evening from his home in Tucumcari
on business.
Attorney W.,,J, Lucas left this afternoon On a short business trip to
;

Wagon' Mound. .
Mrs. J. S. Moore, accompanied by
heir thr.ee younger children, ' left this
afternoon for' Denver.
Mrs.' E. R; Rusaol and baby are In
Ocate, where they will be the guests
of Mrs. N. Weil for two weeks.
Dr. Alice Rice left this afternoon

for Santa Fe to attend the special
session, of the Archaeological school.
Harry T. Herring; of the H. and
F. Automobile company, of thia city
came in thia afternoon from Albuquer
-

que.

,

'':'''.

'

':"',."'",

Charles Hill left this morning for
the Boy Scout camp on the RJo de la
Casa, where he will spend several
'

days.

-

Ed Shield ' of Loi, Angeles, Is In
Las Vegas on business. Mr. Shield Is
John
the guest of his brother-in-law- ,
"

L. Zimmerman.-- -.
Manuel Manzanares, of Fort Sumner, who has been In Las Vegas for

the past several days on business,
left this afternoon for his home.
Mrs. Ted Long and daughter will
leave tonight for Stockton, Ariz.,
where they will Join Mr. Long, who
left Las Vegas several days ago.
Mrs. J. D. Whitman and daughter,
Miss Bronte Whitman, were visitors
in Las Vegas last evening and today, stopping off en route from Kings
ton, N. M., to their home in Denver.
While in Las Vegas they were guests
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Haskell.
Ma and Mrs. Oscar G. Burch of Jefferson City, Mo., arrived today for a
month's visit with their son, Oscar
E. Burch. Mr. Burch Is president of
the First National Bank of Jefferson
City and. Is prominent In the educational circles of Missouri,
being a
member of the hoard of regents of
Clovis.
the Missouri State Normal School
Mrs. Ab Dunham, accompanied by at
Warrensburg.
her baby and sister, Mrs. Bert Tillman, left last evening on train No. 2
HILLES BEGINS FIGHT
for her home in Marcelline, Mo. Mrs.
New York, Aug. 7. Charles D.
Dunham has been visiting her sister Hilles, chairman of the republican nafor the past week.
tional committee, started the actual
State Senator and Mrs. John S. work of the republican campaign at
Clark, Assistant United States Attor- headquarters - here this afternoon. x
ney and Mrs. Herbert W. Clark and
One of his first acts was to issue a
Stephen Davis, son of S. B. Davis, Jr., long statment in which he challenged
left thia morning, In the Clark auto- Governor Woodrow Wilson to explain
'
mobile, for Santa Fe.
just where - he stands in regard to
Miss Lizzie Grounds, chief operator leading political Issues. Mr. Hilles
for the local exchange of the Moun- declared that ' the fight Is between
tain States Telephone and Telegraph the republican principles and those of
.company, has gone to Denver where the democrats and referred to thenar
she will spend her vacation of thirty party movement as representing "perdays as the guest of her sister, Mrs. sonal distraction," declaring that
from Its very nature It might be
J. K. Williamson.
from
transient'
J. B. Washburn, a farmer
to
In speaking of the contest over
was
in
Laa
Vegas
Wagon Mound,
Mr,
day on business. Mr. Washburn presidential electors in Kansas,
su
the
should
that
asserted
the
Hilles
in
rains
says they have had good
decision be adverse to
court's
that
and
preme
Mound,
of
Wagon
vicinity
the crops on his farm are in excel the republican party! there would be
no attempt made by President Taft
lent condition. ,
C. W. G. Ward, district attorney to put his name under a different
elec
left this morning for Mora, where emblem in that Btate and get his
he will spend a short time compiling tors by petition.
to
Mr. Hillea said no treasurer or ad
delinquent tax records, previous
of visory committee would be announced
taxes
back
of
collection
making
head
Mora county. Leonard Hoskins and until next week. The Chicago
14,
would
be
August
opened
Ward
Mr.
quarters
Morton Stern accompanied
of
W.
David
Mulvane,
with
the
in
he
said,
to Mora, returning this evening
W charge.
Kansas,
Ward automobile.
.
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ROOSEVELT MUD A STOEII OF

EACE

001

AIR AND CHEERS IN WINDY CITY
has largely been left undone. - We
ask that the task be again entrusted
tal time has charged back upon those to him whose loyalty to principles
who would place obstacles in the way has never faltered and whose breadth
of tihe march of human progress.
of experience qualifies him over all
"While appreciating the stupendous men for the duty.
nature of the task before It, the na"My candidate Is the 'man couragtional progressive party declines to eous' of American politics. His chalaccept the 'cynical doctrine ascribed lenge has always been to a struggle
to Napoleon that God is on the side in the open. There have been none
of the heaviest battalions; and pro- so powerful as to awe him and befesses its sublime faith in the teach- fore him the greatest captains of Ining of Abraham Lincoln that right dustry have lowered their lances."
makes might. That platform which
Roosevelt Begins His Work.
Colonel Roosevelt said today that
you have adopted' is the guarantee of
the genuineness of 'your democracy. he would leave for New York at 2; 30
It fortifies every theory of govern- p. m. tomorrow. He will go direct to
ment which has ever given strength Oyster Bay and will remain there a
to the American commonwealth.
'few days before beginning his cam"But while virtuous the cause and paign.
vital the principles, and strong the
Colonel Roosevelt's first engageforce behind them, human experi- ment Is to speak in Rhode Island Aug-usence tells ub that their conquering
The following day he will
16.
way will be slow and difficult unless address New England progressives at
their legions are led by one whose Boston. August 22 he will attend
spirit is their spiru and whose quali- the jubilee of Father Curran of
ties of leadership are equal to the Wilkesbarre, Pa., who Is known for
task of moulding public opinion and his work among the coal miners.
establishing a new epoch in AmeriAugust 26 the colonel will go to
'
cas history.
Vermont, speak at the Minnesota
"My candidate is more than a citi- State fair at St. Paul September 6 and
zen ; ,he is a national asset. In this then return to take the stump in Conmomentous period of political doubt, necticut.
when She nation has to decide wheth
Colonel Roosevelt's long aunt prober it will, or how 1t will grapple with ably wll begin early in October with
the great, economic problems of the a month's trip through the Pacific
time, there is no man in American coast states and the south. It Is the
life who presents such credentials colonel's Intention to go into at least
for the task as he.
forty states. He said that with only
"He surrendered the presidency at jfcbout sixty working days for his
would campaign he would be able to make
a tim8 when his
have been a certainty, in the hope only one speech In most states. His
that other hands would prosecute suc campaign will be to long and arduous
cessfully the task he did not have he said, that he will speak only In
time to finish. That task has been cities, and, if possible, will make no
treated with Intermittent loyalty and rear platform speeches.
(Continued

From Page One)
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ENROLLMT

Grace V. Collins, Roy; Perfecto Gal
erculano, Garcia,
legos, Villanveva;

AT THE

INSTITUTE IS

Chaperito; Juan Estranda, Tremen-tlna- ;
Patricio Valverde, Trementlna;
LUCE
Isabel C Leyba, Leyba; May Winn,
Rosa; Harry W. Phillips.
HAVE AL

SEVENTY STU'DENTS
READY SIGNED REGISTER
MANY MORE EXPECTED.

iThe San Miguel County Teachers'
Nbrmal Institute is now in session in
tbii Normal school on the West side,
aid prospects are for an unusually
successful session. Already the en
rollment of students has reached the
70 mark and other names are being
added to the rolls daily., Twenty-seve-n
persons are enrolled from Las

NEW MASONIC TEMPLE
Marion, Ind., Aug. 7. The laying
of the cornerstone
today for Ma
rion's new Masonic. temple was ac
ceremonies
companied, by
conducted under the ,auspices of the
Grand Lodge of Masons of Indiana.
The address of the day was delivered
by C. W. Prather of Indianapolis, sec
retary of the grand lodge.
imipa-esiiv-

Ve-

gas, four from Sapello, four from San
Jose, two from Wagon Mound, and the
remainder from other points in the

EASTERN

WRITER

county.

Mrs. Leona Logue has charge of
the work of the institute and is being
assisted by Mrs. Lou Cobb, superin
tendent of the schools of the West
side, and by Miss Helen Papen, Span-- '
ish teacher In the Normal University
and the High school. t At the opening
on' Monday Mrs. Logue announced WONDERS WHAT CHAMP WOULD
the plans for the session, insisting on
HAVE DONE TO FLYNN IF HE
the teachers In attendance being
HAD TRIED
prompt and exact in all of their work.
Dr. M. F. DesMariaa, superintendHere Is what the New York World's
ent o the public schools of San Mi sport writer said aftpr having seen
guel county, visited the institute this the
fight pictures:
After seeing the pictures of the
morning aifd expressed himself highly pleased, with the work that is being Johnson-FlynJuly 4 battle one would
done at this session.
wonder just what the big champion
The following are enrolled: From would have done to the hopp of the
L-Las Vegas: Kathrine Mclntyre, John white race If he had been really In
za
Florence, Eugenia M, Roy, Lillie Cal- earnest The pictures show plainly
houn, Olive Duen, Johepita Uulibarri, that Johnson was fooling with Flynn
GRAPEof
Frances Lucero, Enrique Moniano, all through the bout
Did you, sleepless one. ever try dish
Both men did a lot of fouling
Apolonio Sena, D. S. Madrid, Julia B.
NUTS a.nd CREAM just ceiore ueu
M. Ortiz, Colso throughout, and If the referee had
the
Montano, Leondo
with
traJn
wouldn't
or
did
you
Sure you never
Jaramillo; Ignacio Mares, William H- - found It necessary he could have disGarner, Jr., Baca y Sandoval, Nestor qualified them both long before the
"sleepless squad.
Montano, Hipolito Rarcue, Guillermo police jumped through the ropes.
Ortiz, Pedro A. Tatoya, Teoplie Mad- Flynn was a toy in the hondsi of
it's 8, Bad Practice to load up the stomach. with a prit
because
rid, Frank J. Vaur, Anna S. Chain, Johnson, and the big negro devoted
at
food
night
omises variety of rich, indigestible
Josepita Garcia, Elena M. Uriste, most of the time to watching the few
Delgado, Prescitiana Mares, patrons that were scattered around
Gregorita
'trlnShWithout Bulk is a requirement of an ideal
Isicro Trujillo,
From
the ringside.
bapello
s
before ,oin, to bed. The food that
M. Duran, Ezequielt Sanchez,
During the fifth round Jack pulled
will
for all purposes
V. Lujan, Alejandra Fresquez, ofT some real comedy that demonstratso that a sufficient amount
'
Jose N. Lucero..
ed just how seriously he was taking
absorb
San
Filadeifio
,t
Jose
From
wholly,
Tabaya,
the battle. While In a clinch Johneffort,
undue
Tso
organs can, without
e
energy-makin- g
Alegrandio Fiores, Miguel A- - Guerm, son with his gloved hands behind
Ramon Gonzales.
,h. food that
Flynn's back waved both to the
.he Phosphate
From Wagon Mound Abenlcio
crowd. From the pictures the crowd
Harriet Martinez.
showed their interest In the battle by
and nerve
pP,
From other parts of tlie county
applauding the champion.
ay matter ta brain
The bout was devoid of fast work
Benjamin Garcia, Pasamonte; Louisa Nt Sanches, Duran; Nemecio Ri- by either man, and the chances are,
J r- -IT"!
r
vera, Cowles; Julia Bernera, Rociada; judging from what the pictures show,
Jose Varela, Pecos; Poll to S. Leyba, that there will be nothing doing in
4 kJ
Leyba; Alcoidio Jaramilo, Las Ala- the line of a battle with Jack for some
with cream, and a mos; Torlblo S. Sanchez, Hilario; Jo- time to come. Flynn was too small.
tpasDOonfuls
.
nedpn
sef a Gallegos, Los Alamos; Rosendo It will take a much larger man to
TVv a dish about tour t,nin(r
slowly before rem ms,
eaten
Watrous; Melesio Lucero, Los take the championship
away from
Ortiz,
desired,
if
suzar
morning.
little
and now
Alamos; C. A. Quintana, La Liendre; Johnson, as he appeared to be massleep
well
you
how
and note
Ramon Duran, Porvenir; Rita Vosela, ter of the situation all through the
'
Pecos; Narcisso Duran, Chaperito; bout.
Adelaido Gonzales, Hilario;
Read The Optic
Romlne, Roy; J. C. Nave, Mcintosh;
MICH,

SAYS JOHNSON
PLAYED

Flynn-Johnso-

f?
f
frfo)
U
'L3
iJ3
CJ

nva
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BEGUN

GOVERNMENT
MEXICAN
WILL
SEND EMBASSY TO CONFER
WITH ZAPATISTAS
Mexico City, Mex., Aug.

7.

msioi
FUEELQ

CGL0. $H.C3

:

Repre-

sentatives of the government will
meet Emilio Zapata, the rebel leader,
at El Hilgitfsro, Morelost tomorrow
to discuss measures aiming at peace
in the southern part of the republic.
Zapta has declared he would con
sider no peace proposition unless It
contained Madero's designation, but
the government has proceeded with
plans for the conference and the cab
inet has been instructed to obtain an
armistice If they can. Then they
will attempt to induce Zapata to send
his representatives before a committee of the land owners of Morelos
and state his demands.
Whether the commission will con
sider the resignation of Madero Is
highly improbable, but It is felt that
once the peace conference Is launched, terms can be made that do not
include uch a provision. Since the
principal complaint of the Zapatistas
has been that of the ownership of
the land. It Is assumed that the gov
ernment la prepared to meet them
part way In a plan of establishing

SIE1ER

TRIP

ST. LOOIS, MO.

C0L0HAG0 SPRINGS $13.70

CENVER $15X0
ST. PAUL, MINN.

S40.30
' CEICACO,

ILL.

$45.30

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
'
British Columbia.
Tickets on sale daily June 1st., to Sept. 30th., are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return limit
October 31st., 1912.
Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date on
sale to many points in East,,,,
.

NEW

P,

YC2H

VIA STAN0AE3

VIA CirFEEENTIAL

IMS

LINES $72.33
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Reason"

There's

TOST0M CEREAL

CO ,

LTD.,

BATTLE'

CREEK,

1

s

"I was cured of diarrhoea by one
dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E.
Gebhardt, Oriole, Pa. There Is nothing better. For sale by all dealers.

ADVERTIGED;GBQt
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He'has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
"
uct, but has put his personality . and reputation behind his

"
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in, making the goods right, but in advertising, which'
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
.."';

'

"

.

It

M

inter-mounta- in

n

'
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Gy-ust- in

-

Hernandez arrived here laBt night tions to the Mexican government and
It was an- the rebels that American rights must
nounced this morning that he mef3ly be respected. The recent attacks on
stopped over In EI Paso tot- a days' the Carralytos ranch and Candelaria
respite on the journey. It was said mines are responsible for the latest
that he was on a purely Industrial notice by the state department
mission and that his trip along the
RATES ARE INCREASED.
border had nothing to do1 with 'the
"', m
revolution.
Washington, Aug. 7. General InWhen seen this afternoon by the creases in freight rates on commodi'
Associated Press Senor Hernandez ties to become effective September 2,
denied
he
had
talked with were proposed in new tariffs filed by
that
flatly
General Orozco. Pressed, he admit the transcontinental railroads with
ted that he had crossed the line west the Interstate commerce commission
of El Paso, but for the purpose, he today. While these rates are design-e- d
to meet the commission's decision
said, of showing his friends the place
of the peace conference in which he in the Spokane, Reno and Phoenix
participated at the end of the Madero rate cases and would reduce rates to
revolution. The minister had Just re- the
territory, they
turned here In an automobile. General would materially Increase rates from
Orozco, who left Juarez this morning all the east to Pacific coast points.
on horse, has not yet returned to the
Mrs. A. O. Carson and daughter.
Mexican border city.
General Pascual Orozco, on" return Miss Pearl Carson, who have been
ing to Juarez about 1 o'clock, said visiting friends In Las Vegas, left
to an Associated Press reporter that this afternoon for their home In AlHernandez, .He buquerque. They formerly were resihe had no7"m6t-M- r.
dents of Las Vegas.
said be had only been out riding.
"I would be glad to admit it if I
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth , Dentist, 16
had met HternandeV said Orozco,
N. Y says Fo"as It would be to my advantage If Baldwin St, Rochester,
ley's Kidney Pills gave him immediate
met
the minister of the interior had
relief and strengthened him wonder
"I have been bothered with
me in a conference."
fully.
Orozco admitted that his ride had weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
much pain. Foley Kidney-Pilltaken him to the vicinity of "Peace suffered
gave me Immediate relief and
1 am
Grove," which Mr. Hernandez said strengthened me wonderfully.
O.
he had visited.
pleased to recommend their use.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

n

oAabUe

'

on his way to California.

Federal Minister Talks With Orozco.
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 7. Rafael
Hernandez, minister of fomento of
Mexico, at noon today crossed the
international boundary just wegt of
l
El Paso and was met by General
Orozco, who rode out from Juarez on the Mexican side with a party of his staff officers.' The result
of the secret conference 'between the
federal government cabinet member
rebel commander-in-chie- f
and the
was not made known.
It was declared to the Associated
Press by Enrique C. Llorento, Mexican consul here, that the conference
Must Protect Americans.:
is not official. Consul Llorento says
that General Orozco sent for Senor Washington, Aug. 7. The AmeriHernandez and that the meeting was can embassy at Mexico City and Conunsolicited on the part of the federal sul Edwards at Juarez have been InL
structed to renew their representa
government.
Pas-cua-

$75.33

For further information call on or write.

peace.
Mexicans Fire on Americans
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 7. Mexicans
fired again last night on United
States troops, on guard on the border.
The firing this time occurred almost
opposite the El Paso smelter, north
west of El Paso, three or four miles
from the spot where the firing
occurred last week, when, many
shots were exchanged between the
troops and Mexicans.
Last night only a few shots were
fired on the Mexican side of the river,
but they appeared to be aimed di
rectly at the American soldiers camp
ing near the smelter pumphouse.
The Americans returned the fire. The
soldiers believe the firing was done
by rebal patrolmen and that It was
done with malicious Intent The affair was officially reported to Gen
eral B. Z. Steever, commanding the
d;eipartment of Texas this morning.

$45.33

Always Pays

to Buy

,

Advertised Coeds

vusa
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spotted, white face, white feet, 10
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it years.
"
Branded
may concern that the following deOn left hip
scribed estray animal was taken up by
S. L. Fisher, El Porvenlr, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
One red cow 2
years, Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
spotted red and white.
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
N
P
'
On left ribs
advertisement, said ,e!stray will be sold
Said animal toeing unknown to thla by this Board "for the benefit of the
Board, unleBa claimed by owner on or owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
of
thla
Albuquerque, N. M.
10 days after last appearance
advertisement, said stray will be sold 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 191 'I.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY
concern that the following demay
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
1st pub. Aug. 6, last ipub. Aug. 16, 191?.
Anlcito Mestos de Montoya,Santa
Cruz, N. M.
Advertisement
Estray
One red female horse, 3
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
600 lbs.
years,
may concern that the following deBranded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left htP
M.
N.
K.
Wm.
ffonea, Gallup,
Said animal being unknown to this
One black mare and colt,
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
knocked
14
900 lbs.,
years, right hip
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
down.
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
DO
said istray will be sold
advertisement,
TO
On left hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
'
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
10 days after last appearance of this
1st pub. Aug. 6, last ipub. Aug. 16, 1912,
advertisement, eald estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
may concern that the following de'
Albuquerque, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. Manuel
Vigil, Santa Cn:; N. M.
tme Mexican pony, 300
Estray Advertisement
lbs., 4 or 6 years.
Notice Is hereby tgiven to whom it
Branded
'
may concern that the following deOn left shoulder
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Said animal being unknown to this
Anlcito Mestas de Montoya, Santa
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Cruz, N. M.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
One red with, white face 10
days after last appearance of this
mare, 4 years, 800 lbs.
will
sold
;

r

Business,,

U

Directory

To-wi- t:

f

GLUTEAL HOTEL
V.:nS.

13.

FW4T, Prop

;

Cor. Grandjand Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, N. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

.

-

To-wl- t:

Ave
Phone Main 447'
416 Grand

'

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

A. II. Loreazen
Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
DEALER IN

To-wit- :.

,

Heavy Hardware and
Won Material

To-wi- t:

'

"

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND 6IGN PAINTING

Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glaring.
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
Old Town
West Side Plaza
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advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found. ,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.

IT.IIEJOPTIC!

TflE

THE BEST

I

f'nAUl
14

estray Advertisement

U U

t

1

COLUM

To-wl- t:

r

:

SOCIETY DIRECTOR"

U U

L

CAFT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

9)

Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Wm. French, Cimarron, N. M.
One brown horse, 15 years,
800 lbs.

REST AUR ANT AfJB

LGDBY

CHAPMAN

N

Braadod
j
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERBoard, unless claimed by owner on or
TISEMENTS
before Aug. 26, 1912, Bald date being
10 daya after last appearance of thla Five cents per line each Insertion.
advertisement, laid estray will be sold Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
by this Board for the beneClt of the No ad to occupy less space than two
owner "When found.
line. All advert a ments charged
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
will be pooked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Albuquerquo, N, M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub.Auil6, 1912. Cash In advance preferred.

Li

.

Estray Advertisement

Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
'
Dan McSherry, Dwyer, N. M.
One red ball face bull, 3
v4
feet high.
old,
years

LOCQE NO

t

A. F.

4

A M. Regular communication first and
third Thursday in sees

A

month. Visiting brothers cordially invited
N. O. Herman, W. 11; . R. Murray,

Secretary.

1.
LODGE
NO.
DORADO
EL
OF PYTHIAS M(fta
KNIGHTS
-?
every Monday
i.'lk'
nlng in Caatle Hfc'.i
."
.
vtnltlng Knights a- VA cordiaHv
invited!
E.
Llebsck
,y'(1lia"
iininr. Chancellor

..,

if

ommander.

Harr

Martin, Keeper
Records and Seal.

LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
5vKNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg- -

rMeets, second and
Jt lft B. P. O. ELKS
In aoAh mmthi
fourth Tuesday evening of each
sonlo Templa at 7:0 p. m. C. V.
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Boucher, S. C; Chaa. Taotma. Re
brothers are cordially invited. P.
corder.
D. VY.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler.
Condon, Secretary.
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
convoca
ARCH MASONS ttafi'ar

ular conclave teee&a
An-- r

tion first

Mou&mj

ATTORNEYS

la each

mratk at

Maaonle TemHUNKER A HUNKER
7:21
t
p. m. II. R.
pi,
rhefrter A. Hn
Geo. H. Hunker
O.
T.
H.
WUliama,
P.;
at Law.
Attorneys
Blood, Secretary.
New Mexi- Las Vega.

.

To-wi- t:

Branded
an
annr "CTwan ria. wiamikMaKBSU
OB left shoulder
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2.
RANSPORO CHAPTER N& L O.
Said animal being unknown to this
-first and third Fridays In
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Maoal
Tassla. Ura. T. & Bowen,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Wortkr Katrosi; Jams O. Rati edge
10 days after last appearance of this
Worthy Ffttnm; Mn. Goorze Tripp,
sold
be
said
will
advertisement,
estray
WANTED A girl for general house
Secretary. Fkon Mala 121. 120
by this Board for the benefit of the
work. Apply 1100 Seventh street
Qraad avenaa.
owner when found.
m

t

Uti

Wanted

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
WANTED Experienced sewing
Albuquerque, N. M.
Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.

girl. FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD NO.
1QJ Meet every Monday
night at
O. R. O, HalL on Booglas avenue, at

DR. CLIFFORD PLEW, DENTIST

Successor to
Dr. E L. Hammond
Office 7 Crockett Building.
Phone Main 115
Residence Phone Olive 5462.

LOCAL

o'clock,
visiting mamlwra are
cordlaRr welcome. 3D. E. Gehring.
president; J. T. Busier, secretary;

For Cto

Estr.y Advertisement

DENTISTS

TIME CAED

Notice la hereby given to whom .It
EAST BOUND
concern that the following de
may
be
advertisement, said estray
FOR SALE Household goods. Ben
C. H. Bally, traaaanr.
Arrive
Branded
scribed
was
taken up by
estray animal
H by this (Board for the benefit of the
Sixth and Washington.
Lewis,
No. I.. . :10 p. m...... t:lS p.
On left shoulder
Esplridion Lucero, Pecos, N. M.
owner when found.
Hours 10 to 12 a. m. and 3 to 5 MODERN
11:10 s. sv
WOODMEN
7
OF AMERIC. No. 4. . .11:06 p m
Said animal being unknown to this
One) small sorrel mare,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
p. m.
No. 8.. . 1:15 a. m...... 1:X5 a. at
Meet
to
8 years, 650 lbs.i
the
of
forest
or
brother)
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
1:19 a. m
love at Woodmen of the Wort' No. 10.. . ,1:45 p. m.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
Branded
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and har
on
the
second
hall,
and
10
On
fourth
Ft
LAWN-MOWEleft
after
last
SHARPENED
hip
days
appearance of this
ness. Also saddle horse. Harry
WE8T BOUND
day of each month at 8 p. nx C. CI
to this
. Said animal being unknown
'
Lock and ..Gunsmith Bicycle and advertisement, eald stra.y will be sold
Estray Advertisement
Wingo.
No.
.1:20
1.
p. m..,....l:4 p.
G.
Conaul;
visa
on
or
Clerk,
Laemmle,
owner
claimed
unless
this
Board for the benefit of the
by
by
Notice la hereby given to whom it Board,
General Repairum
6:15 p. m.
No. S.
.6:10 a. m.
are
ws
lng
neighbors
owner when found.
said
especially
1912,
before
26,
date
Aug.
being
concern
that the following de
may
FOR SALE Or rent at a bargain.. 12
4:50 9. r
No. 7.
.4:40 p. m.
520-6t- h
com and cordially Invited.
E. Las Vegas
10 days after last appearance of this
Street
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
room furnished residence, opposite
'
7:00 9. aa
No. .
.6:35 9. m.
Bald
sold
will
be
advertisement,
estray
Albuquerque, N. M.
Wm. Gallagher, Ellzabethtown, N. M.
Lincoln park. 803 Jackson avenue. J. E.
ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54L.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
t:
One small light 'bay mare by this Board for the benefit of the
i. O. of B. B. Meets every fir!
$100 REWARD $100
white strip In face, 14 hands high, 650 owner when found.
Automobile, Carriage &
FOR SALE Buffet, chairs, rugs and
The readers of this paper will be
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD.
month
of
the
in
Tuesday
the
3
vestry
old
Advertisement
and
lbs.,
unbroken.
years'
Estray
Baby bed. Used only three months,
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I pleared to learn that there Is at least
Albuquerque, N.. M.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Branded
1215 Seventh street
one dread disease that science has
o'clock p. m. Ylal ting brothers are been
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
On left thigh
may concern that the following deable to cure In all its stages, and
N. 0. HERMAN
conHiJly
Invited,
Isaac
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Appal, that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Branded
President; Charles Greenclay, See Is the only positive cure now known
Juan Ortiz, Villa Nueva, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
On light thigh
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh beAve
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Wary.
One red horse 4 or 5 yars,
Said animal being unknown to this
ing a constitutional disease, requires a
400 lbs.
may concern that he following de- KUii KENT Furnished roonu and
constitutional treatment Hall's CatBoard, unless claimed by owner on or
KNIGHTS
OF
toscribed estray animal- fts takes 15 by
COUNO'i
COLUMBUS,
t;vo coauueUas rooma
arrh Cure is taken internally, acting
light
before
26,
date
Aug.
being
19i2"s,ld
NO.
804.
M.'
Meets second and fair. directly upon the blood and mucous
P. H. Miller, Mountainalr, N.
On left hip S
housekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth St I
10 days after last appearance of this
surfaces of the system, thereby des'Thursday In O.
C. hall. Pione
One light' bay mare, with
Phone Mali 11
Said animal being unknown to this advertisement, said estray v.ill he sold
the foundation of the disease,
troying
building. Visiting members are c
dark feet, 8 years old, 650 lbs., wire
and giving the patient strength by
Board, unless claimed by owner on or by this Board for the benefit of the
Invied.
Peter
G.
FOR
RENT
Two
on
dlally
room
cuts
side.
furnished
Emenaker,
right
NETVLYiREMODELED
building up the constitution and assistbefore Aug. 26, 1912, said date being owner when found.
K., Richard Devine, F. 8.
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
Branded
ing nature In doing lt8 work. The pro10 days after last appearance of thla
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
prietors have so much faith In Its curOn left jaw
(Private Baths and Lavatories advertisement, eaid estray will be sold
ative powera that they offer One HunAlbuquerque, N. M.
I. O. O.
RENT
FOR
Desirable
LAS
VEGAS
furnished
NO
LODGE
F,
case that It fails
dred Dollars for
Steai'Heat iPrivate Telephones by this Board for the benefit of the 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. Branded
1.
rooms for men in Commercial club,
Meets every Monday evening a; to cure. Send forany
On left hip
list of testimonials.
t
ipwner when found.
Rates ?2.50'per day and up
All conveniences. $15 per month.
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
Ohio.
or
See
Geo. A. Fleming, Sec
ledo,
brethren
Invited
AMERICAN PLAN
porter
ing
to
at
cordially
or
on
owner
Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice la hereby given to whom !t Board, unless claimed by
Sold by all drugsta, 75a
tend.
D. Fridenstino, N. G.;
retary.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiSpecial Rates by Week orJMenth 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912, may concern that the following de- before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
pation.
scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance of this FOR RENT Fine
Karl
of
suite
furnished
Werta,
Secretary;
Treasurer;
Wm. K. Jones, East Las Vegas, N. M. advertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
C V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
rooms, bath, electrlo lights, etc. AlNotice la hereby given to whom it
t:
One gray mare three years by this Board for the benefit of the
so single room, excellent location.
"I waa cured of diarrhoea by one
may concern that the following de old, weight about 750 pounds, about owner when found.
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
918 Eighth street
dose
O.
E.
F.
Meets
first
and
Tueu
third
scribed estray animal was taken up by 12 hands high.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E.
each
Wm. French, Cimarron, N. M.
Wood
M.
at
N.
'
day
month,
evenings
Albuquerque,
Branded
Pa. There Is nothGebhardt
man hall. Visiting Brothers eor ing better. Oriole,
One white mare 10 years.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
For sale by all dealers.
On left hip
Estray Advertisement
700 lbs.
dlally invited to attend. A. at
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Said animal being unknown to this
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se
Branded
concern
Advertisement
dethe
that
may
claimed
unless
on
Estray
or
following
Board,
by owner
On left shoulder
rotary.
Notice la hereby given to whom It scribed estray animal was taken up by
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Branded
10 days after last appearance of this may concern that the following de- T. L. Capt, Albuquerque, N. M.
Op, left hip
One eorrel horse.
advertisement, said estray will be sold scribed estray animal was taken up by
-Branded Said animal being unknown to this by this Board for the benefit of the Anlcito Mestos de Montoya, Santa
'
M.
N.
On right thigh
I j
Cruz,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or owner when found.
IMS lbs. er Mors, Eaoti Delivery
t:
Mo ser 188 lb.
'
One black horse 1 years,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
1.83S Ibe. to
Uss, Each Delivery ,
5o per 18 lbs,
400
lha
10 days after last appearance of this
On left thigh
Albuquerque, N. M.
198 lbs Eaet Delivery
t
lb,
Branded
sold
will
per 188 lb.
said
be
1912.
advertisement,
estray
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. IS,
50 lbs. to 280
Eaeh Delivery
Branded
49o per 188 its.
On left hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
Leas Than 68 lbs, Eaeli Delivery
On back part Of thlgha
tie per 188 Iba.
"Pick our ice" for your ice chest. owner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
When you get It in the chest, you'll
Notice la hereby given to whom It Board, unless claimed by owner on or
find It easy to pick, also. Not only
Albuquerque, N. M
may concern that the following de- before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being Board, unless claimed by owner on or
that it's so clear and clean looking 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. scribed estray animal was taken np by 10 days after last appearance of this before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Puritv
"
that you will, after on trial, "pick
Southwestern Agrl. Corporation, Los advertisement, said estray will be sold 10 days after last appearance of this
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Vegas
our Ice" every time. It's a genuine
Estray Advertisement
by this Board for the benefit of the advertisement, said estray will be sold
Lunas, N. M.
Fameus-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue
the!
It
to
whom
is
Notice
Board
this
the
given
for
of
benefit
a
our
to
and
use
hereby
ice
also
found.
by
when
One sorrel male horse "15 owner
please
'
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
pleasure to tell your friends that you may concern that the following de years,' 850 lbs.
was
animal
taken
scribed
up
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
by
estray
Ice
from
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
get your
F. R. Bisby, Hurley, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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THE CRY8TAL ICE CO.
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One dark red cow, 8 years;
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
Phone Main 227
Estray Advertisement
Said animal being unknown to this
800 lbs.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
,
Branded
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concern tljat the following de
may
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
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are afflicted
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that
hard
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working
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taken
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by
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with Is lame back. Apply ChamberM.
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Branded
lain's liniment twice a day and masadvertisement, said estray will be sold H. B. Steele, Estancia, N.
One bay horse, 500 lbs.
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sage the parts thoroughly at each apOn left hip
this Board for the benef't of the
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ney and bladder irregularities. Foley,
Branded
plication, and you will get quick relief.
found.
when
owner
are
Pills
Said animal being unknown to ttus
healing, strengthen
Kidney
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L.'.i For sale by all dealers.
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CATTLE
BOARD.
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and
to
quick
ing, tonic,
produce bene Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
ficial results. Contain no harmful before
Albuquerque, N. M.
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sell
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isJWORTH MOST to someNotice la hereby given to whom It
owner' when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and
one
deconcern
that the following
would never
may
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
A vast amount of 111 health Is due
hear of your property unless it were advertised here..
scribed estray animal was taken up by before Aug. 23, 1912, said date being For over three decades a favorite
Albuquerque, N. M
to Impaired digestion. When the stomhousehold medicine for COUGHS,
10 days after last appearance of this
ach fails to perform Its functions pro 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912 Charence Ford, Alma, N. M.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper,
want
On,e 2 year old heifer, red. advertisement, said estray will be sold COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
perly the whole system becomes deare anxious to find and pay cash for) books,
(and
HARD
ranged. A few doses of Chamberlain's
automobiles
white face, 700 lbs.
of the COUGH, BRONCHITIS,
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benefit
for
this
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by
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
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of any
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owner when found.
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strengthen your digestion. Invigorate
of
cold.
safe
first
at
a
Quick,
sort, and musical instruments.
sign
On left rlba
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,'
your liver, and regulate your bowels, may concern that the following deand reliable.1 The Bee Hive on the
As the classified ads. are read by all
entirely doing away with that miser- scribed estray animal was taken up by
Said animal being unknown to thla
,
Albuquerque, N. M,
carton is the mark of the genuine.
possible bayers, of a
able feeling due to faulty digestion. Southwestern Agricultural Cor., Los Board, unless claimed
owner on or 1st pub. Aug, 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. Refuse sustitutes.
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possible
others
been
have
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perTry
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before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
O. G. Schaefer
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manently cured why not you? Fot Lunas,
One roan mare,
white 10 days after last appearance of this
Read The Optic.
Red Cross Drug Co.
eale by all dealers.
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Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion,
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That You Boost Your Business. You Can do it by Advertising:.

n ))
Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to join in any scheme that
be for the benefit and betterment of, Las Vegas,
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that variety.
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THAT'S THE BEST

LOCAL NEWS

T 7

l

See Van Petten for inauranca.

Trr a dram of 01$ Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

EVER ATE"

That's what a customer said referring to
our "Solitaire Brand."

I5e

CABT

'PER.,

.

,

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, AUCUST 7, 1912.

Mrs. O'Brien will give her opening dance in F. B. hall on Fountain
Square, Thursday night

y

'

A

6 6

VEGAS DAILY

Miss Dorothy Quiggin, daughter of
the late Rev. $y. R. Quiggin, is report
ed to be seriously ill at the Quiggin
home, 906 Third street.

'

9-1-

IKE

THE CASH GROCER

the next ten days.

A Jolly good time Is on tap for
those who attend the dance tomorrow evening In the O. R. C. hall, given by the Laa Vegas council of tihe
Knights of Columibua Good music
has been secured for dancing, and
for those who do not cars to dance
there will he cards. Many young people are planning to attend the dance
and a large crowd Is expected. Twenty-five
cents will be charged for the
affair.

SOME OF THE THINGS WE
HAVE EVEUYBAY
Celery
Head Lettuce

J

Turnips

,

,.

:,X3reen Beans

.5

Beets

tjpCabbae
Bunches
Soup
f"5' Cucumbers

Summer Squash

Plant...

Egg

at at-

-

9Lt-t:bt-

Bananas

Peaches

,r

Pears

TfOf

,5

Plums
Cantaloupes

J

Judgment in favor of the plaintiff
has been given by Judge David J.
Leahy In the case of E. E. Gehring
against Charles S. Peterson. The action was an attachment,
Gehring
seeking to collect a portion of a promissory note for $105, whiclh he aleged
haa not been paid. The amount In
volved was about $91.48
Some time
ago Gehring attached a motorcycle
and other property belonging to Peterson. These the court ordered the
sheriff to sell to satisfy the Judg-

peas

;es

.

&j

Fruit
d Grape
Watermelons

An examination for postofflce clerk
and mail carrier will ibe held in the
postofflce of the East side on August 20. The examination Is open to
persons between the ages of 18 and
5years; married women will not be
admitted to the examination.
Appli
cants will he examined In spelling,

RNS

H

v

ment

GHOGEE

- writing, penman
ship, copying, and reading addresses.
For applications blanks and full Information regarding the examinaaddress
tions and qualifications,
James H, Lowe, secretary of the board
All ap
of civil Bervlce examiners.
plications for the examination must
be in thf) hands of the examining
board ten days before the date of the
STitomsHcy-lett-

C O.A L.

AH

SUGARITE

NUT::

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

er

- -

ixamlnatlon.

foot ai tern In

Dollars in WearOOF

Cents in Washing
vVe

Which are you saving?
A few cents added to your
laundry bill will be well spent
If yon receive In return a service so conscientious and painstaking that your clothes wear
four times as long.
Soft water, pure soap, careful
employes such service means
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly runs Into dollars.

ANDI1EE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices

.

Get our quotation before buying

m&ha
Phone Main

slduzn

15Q:

go.

Old T,own

Why not begin this economy
this week? A phone or postal
will bring a wagon to your door
promptly.

At

u-

Tha llnma nf thp Rptf rf FurnlhN Fntr
liUlUU ui iiiu uuui ui h.iuijitwij lui uutu

m 1 lib

Las Vegas Steam
:

WE ARE RECEiVL'.G DAILY

-

.1

arguments, were heard
Leahy several days ago.

Laundry
..

:

-

The arrangements for the funeral
of the late Thomas W. Garrard, who
died last Sunday- evening, are being
the arrival
of uis
decayed until
daughter, Mrs. W. L. Crockett, and
Mr. Crockett, who are expected from
Denver either tonight on train No.
9 or on the California Limited in the
morningi.) However, It Is probable
that the services will be Iheld Friday
afternoon from the First Presbyter-Iachurch; James Garrard, Mr. Garrard's son, arrived from his uome In
Roswell yesterday.
n

Katie Aloie Smith has been granted
by Judge David J. Leahy a decree of
divorce from her husband, Charles
H. Smith. Mrs. Smith has been restored her maiden name, Katie Alcie
Ward. The Smiths were married In
Kendallville, Ind.r in 1907. They came
to Las" Vegas in April, 1910, and settled on a mesa farm. Mrs. Smith In
her complaint, alleges that Smith left
her in November, 1910, and never re
turned, leaving her to support herself as best she could. She asked a
divorce on the grounds of nonsupport
and abandonment.

..

Fhont Mtia

81

67 Doughg Are

According to word received from
the Las Vegas troop of Boy Scouts
encamped near Mora the boys have
made a big hit with the people of that
locality. Numerous people from Mora
and Cleveland have been calling on
the boys daily and the visits have
been returned. The visitors to the
camp always bring along something
good to eat and the boys make them
For the Informa
mighty welcome.
tion of mothers and other relatives of
the hoys It may be stated here that
everybody in camp Is enjoying the
best of health. One mild case of B,
A', ip the only sickness reported and
it was cured by a dose of ginger.
ATTENTION,

A

PER CENT
on
3W.-

OFF

Radishes,, Let face;! Onions, Green
and Wax Beans, Cauliflower, Summer Squash,
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, New Cabbage.

25 PER CENT OFF
On all Hammocks

also Ice

IIAYVARD CO.

STORE

i--

SEEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

Oxfords

Exact fit is absolutely necessary in low shoes
and Regal Oxfords are the only
low-cuin which you can be sure of getting exact
fit. Because Regals are the only shoes in the
world made in quarter-size- s
just double the usual
t
r.
number ot
One of the
is just
If your
New Regal
between the usual half tad
Oxfords
lull
have heretofore

eyf.

ts

It

shoe-ntung- s.

li.M, you
had to choose between thoe
little too tit lit or loo loose,
Yoil don't have to accept
near-fi- t
any more. Come to
u (at a pail of Regal Oxford,
and
and aecure perfect fit
comfort.

$350

Off on all Lace Cur-

5

me

$40D

$G0

tains and White Bed Quilts
until Angust 15, 1012.

FX

GREENBERGERM
-S-

ROSENTHAL

OLE? AGENT

Oppo.lU Tli Y. M.C. A.

CONSIDER
This Solid Oak Frame

BUIWASAMTGSIUil
SUPREME LODGE, NOW IN SES
SION IN DENVER, URGED
TO TAKE ACTION.

Judge George M. Hanson of Maine,
supreme chancellor of the supreme
lodge of the Knights of Pythias, in
an address yesterday afternoon before
the twenty-sevent- h
biennial convention of the supreme lodge, wttiich is
now In session in Denver, urged most
careful consideration of the subject
of a national Pythian sanatorium at
Las Vegas, and declared the supreme
lodge should take definite action one
way or the other at this convention.
This matter of the proposed sanatorium in the ctiy has been before the
supreme lodge at the last two con
ventions, but at neither gathering has
any definite action been tak(t
At tne last convention tw4 years
ago, the matter was referred to a
for Investigation, but
seemingly had been dropped in the
meantime.
However, this speech of
the supreme chancellor leads to the
belief that there is still some room
for the hope of estahlishin ga national sanatorium in this city.
About two years ago the citizens of
Las Vegas offered the Pythians land
for the erection of a hospital and sanitarium, and complete plans for the
erection of the structure were drawn
up In the office of E. W. Hart, the
local architect
This offer of land
has since expired, but there is little
doubt but that It would be renewed
and that the local
business men
would do their share, should the su- -

Porch and Lawn Chair For

FOR A FEW DAYS ONLY
The greatest value ever offered. Come and
get one before the stock is gone.

J.

C. JOHNSEN

VK

fry

& SON
623 Bcuslas Ave.

"WW
fflESEIIT

sT

Sdzksmgj:

CANNED GOODS
Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED. .

FRESH EVERY DAY

,.

BAKERY GOODS

To

Bread, Rolls,
(

QUALITY

Best f n The City

f

at 7:30
Mills on

Fhont Vtjrat 121

i

SEAO

remm

Romero

request

TO CLOSE THE

KECl'CED FFJCES ON HAMMOCKS

committee

LUDWIG WILLIAM ILFELD,

PERRY ONION & SON

Eeal

In

S

Cinnamon Roils

NOW $1.25 PER DOZEN
Slrecl

I

Your Exact Fit

or 20 Per Cent Off
on any Small or Big Rug
in the Store.
i--

E. ROMEROS.

members of the E.
Hose and Fire company are
ed to,' meet this evening
o'clock in the office of B. T.
Bridge street.

Lots of Nice Cut Roses

507 Siith

V;

Cream Freezers

Celery,

THE GS1AAF1

TYriA

ready-to-we-

Fried Cskes and
'

C

FOtt CASH

Foreman.

p r (J eCs: Cantaloupes,

I

15,

'

California. Colorado and, ew; Mexico Fruits
and Vegetables, Peaches, Plums, Pears, Apples,
Black Raspberries,
Watermelons.

sale until August

PYTIIIAWS

Fourth class postoffices have been
established in the following towns:
Cuervo, Joseph Holbrook, Jr., post
master; Buckman, Santa Fe county,
Thomas J. Sawyer, postmaster; Lang-ton, Roosevelt county, Perry J. Keeter, postmaster; Macy, James B. Dll- lard, postmaster, .and Sampson, Union
county, Ruby M.. Morris, postmistress.
The location of the postofflce In
Langton has been changed from Curry county to Roosevelt county.

All

-

by Judge

have on hand a Complete stock of

SCTLEN000aS,WINB3WSCEEENS
,

Judgment has been given by Judge
David J, Leahy In favor of the defend
ant in the case of John. Renehan
against the board of trustees of the
Las Vegas grant Renehan sued for
title to a tract of land in the grant
containing 160 acres. Evidence and

r-

Wood Refrigerators

at

Sheriff Roman Galegos, who hag
The regular weekly union prayer
been 111 for several days, la able to
will be held tonight in tne
meeting
be at hla office In the court house.First Baptist church on the corner of
Slxtih street and Main avenue.
The council of the Town of Las
will meet tonight In Its rooma
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Paul Mackel,
on the Plaza. Business of importance
who reside on the West side, are the
is expected to be brought up.
parents of a baby daughter born this
Santiago Trambley yesterday after- afternoon at 1 o'clock. The little
noon applied at tne court house for one weighs eight pounds.
$6 aa bounty on three coyotes killed
by him recently In precinct No. 1.
Owing to the lack of a quorum, the
meeting of the board of directors of
The Ladies' Aid society of the Flint the Las Vegas Business 'Mens' assoChristian church will meet tomorrow ciation, scheduled for last evening,
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. was postponed.
William Shllllnglaw,
K B. Green, at h,er home, 809 Fourth secretary of the organization, expects
to call a meeting some time' within
street.

1

REFRIGERATORS

All
Men's trousers are offered at speFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged cial low prices $1.58 and $2.98 the
In the wood.
Direct from distillery pair, all worth twice the money, at go on
to you. At the Lobby, of courae.
1012
Talehert's, Douglas avenue.

.

Other Good Grades For
'
1
and 12ic Per-Ca-

l

"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

For

Noted

PURITY

CLEANLINESS

ASK YGUIt GROCER FOH

lodge vote favorably, on the
y:-''')
The climate" of Las Vegas is Ideal
for the location of such a sanatorium
and it Is doubtful lf any bette? place
could be found. The mild CHrnate in
the winter and cool summers, combined with the ibest water in the
that
southwest, make a combination
'
Is hard to "beat, - and the Pythians
would do well to establish; ai national
sanatorium in inis city.
preme

matter..

?F03T" BHANO

to be held on the backs of the horses.
on the trip down the mountain side.
Th party took but two: days' provisions with them. They were completely without food.: TOien about
half way up the side of the mountain

a severe snow, storm amounting to

a

blizzard, descended upon them. Their
only shelter wa that afforded by
trees. Some of rfihe members became

separated from the party and It wa
feared they had perished In the
storm or had, been attacked by wild
animals.
BLIZZARD.
LOST IN
Included In the party were Miss
Steamboat Springs, Colo"., Aug. 7.
Facing death iri a blizzard on the Edna Harmon, a pretty 18 year old
west slope of Ethei mountain, almost girl of Liberty, Mo., and Miss Alice
ready to drop In their itraOlcs from McGormlck of Albert Lea, Minn.
exposure, the party of tourists who
SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
started for the summtl of the mountain Friday night to" see the sun rise
For parties remaining one month or
Saturday morning, was found late to- through the season. Address Harvey's
day by some of the three searching Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros. ofparties sent out from here yesterday. fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
The four women In the party were
almost completely exhausted and had
Old papers for sax. Optlo omoa.

